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SUNMARY

on July 27, 1973, ground was broken for a new University Library

building. This historic event set the tone for the year's work.

Throughout the intervening months many members of the library staff

have been involved in preparing for the transition to the new facility.

Several furniture manufacturers have made presentations to the Library

Building Committee and to the library staff. Also, many staff members

have worked with the Interior Designer in developing floor layouts.

This work is almost complete.

Last year's annual report emphasized organizational change. This trend

has continued. Traditionally most libraries, including the University

of Arizona Library, have relied on assistant university librarians to

give administrative leadership and direction to the public service and

technical service areas of the library. This year the twelve public

service department heads, as a committee, have assumed this responsi-

bility on an experimental basis. The experiment was in many ways a

success. For example, communications between the public service depart-

ments was improved. However, at the end of the year the group voted

in favor of re-establishing the more traditional pattern of having an

Assistant University Librarian for Public Servies. A search for someone

to fill this post will be begun early in the FY 1975.

Professional librarians have met regularly throughout the year in an

effort to develop a structure which will provide an opportunity for

them to participate more fully in the recommendation of policy for the

University Library. Departmental by-laws have been drafted. The staff

has also given consideration to the criteria which should be used as

a basis for the recommendation of professional librarians for promotion

and tenure. For the first time, a library committee reviewed the creden-

tials of those librarians being evaluated for tenure, and made recommen-

dations to the University Librarian.

Three administrative appointments were made. Dr. John McKay, formerly

Interlibrary Loan Librarian, was appointed Chief Humanities Librarian.

Mr. Donald M. Powell, who has been Acting Head of Special Collections,

was appointed Head of that department. And after several months of

search by an elected advisory committee, Mr. James Myers was appointed

Assistant University Librarian for Technical Services. He replaced

Mr. Charles M. Peters who has assumed a staff assignment in the area of

library systems development.

A number of changes have been made throughout the year in an effort to

improve our services to library users. An information desk in the lobby

of the Main Library Building was manned by volunteer staff members during

most of the year. Its success led to the establishment of a similar ser-

vice in the Science/Humanities Library beginning with the first summer

session in June. Interlibrary Loan Service has shown extraordinary growth.

Particular attention should be called to our service to Arizona residents

through CHAIN, a state-wide interlibrary referral and loan service operated

in cooperation with the Arizona State Library Extension Service. Materials

and services provided by the University of Arizona Library CHAIN agent

increased by 147% during the year.



Each year there is an increase in the bibliographic and research

information available through computer based data banks. This year

the Library applied for and received two grants that will be used

to make some of these sophisticated tools available to library users

early in FY 1975.

Other improvements in service include the development of a new loan

policy and the signing of a contract for new data collection terminals

which will greatly facilitate the charge out procedures of the Loan

Department. Plans have also been made for a new Library Science

Library



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Among the many assets of the Library to which attention might be
called in a report of this nature, one that clearly stands out is
the energetic and efficient career staff of the Library. Led by

skilled line supervisors, these individuals responsibly strive to
maintain the resources and environment needed by library users.
Though often unrecognized, the importance of their contribution
to the University can hardly be overstated.

The enduring base of any scholarly library is made up of its collections.
The strength of these is the result of the dedication, scholarship, and
resourcefulness of generations of librarians, faculty, and administrators
of the University. The University of Arizona has much of which to be
proud, but we are a young library with a great deal remaining to be
done. Perhaps our greatest asset is the twofold opportunity which
lies before us: the opportunity to continue to build a strong, pro-
fessional staff, and the opportunity to develop library collections of
distinction. The expanding acquisitions funding which we have received

over the past two years has provided the financial support necessary
for the undertaking of this task.

There has been a continuing effort on the part of professional librarians
to upgrade their own performance standards, particularly in the area of

creative research. This year three members of the library staff have

had material published. Mary Dale Palsson was co-editor of Jews in the

South, published by Louisiana State University Press; John Liu's
Resources on the History of Chinese Books and Prints was published in
Hong Kong: and Stephen Bahre wrote the NArizona in Maps" section of the

1974 Arizona Blue Book.

Finally, not to be overlooked among our strengths is the enthusiasm
that is generated throughout the campus as a new general library

facility takes shape.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitations fall into three broad areas: personnel, access

to needed resources, and computer based systems. We will begin Fiscal

Year 1975 with 58 librarians, 90 career staff employees, and l full

time employees on wages. Our ratio of career staff to professional

librarians is 1.7:1. Although improved from previous years, we continue

to need additional clerical support if we are to efficiently use our

manpower. Many librarians feel that a ratio of 2.5:1 is perhaps the

most efficient. As we add new clerical staff to support additional

services in the new library building, we should be able to achieve a

better balance.

Perhaps our most severe limitation is professional isolation. The

University of Arizona Library has not yet achieved a national reputation.

As a result, professional librarians must work harder to establish

those contacts that are so vital if they are to keep abreast of the

latest developments in their fields. The University needs to find ways

to provide added support in this area. Closely related is a tradition

which has not emphasized continuing need for research into library

methods and techniques on the part of professional librarians. Through

staff development programs and improved evaluation techniques this must

be gradually reversed.

There are also problems to face as we attempt to provide library

materials needed by the University community. It is no longer

economically feasible for any single library to purchase all of the

resources that are needed. Therefore, we must be selective in our

development of collections, and we must depend more on cooperation

with national centers and other institutions for some materials.

Fortunately at the present time increased acquisitions funds are

making it possible to broaden the scope of our collections and to

strengthen the holdings of retrospective materials in some fields.

These two factors make it increasingly important for librarians

to be fully aware of the direction and counnitment of the University.

Librarians must improve their communication with teaching faculty

and must be included in those committees and other bodies which

plan the current and future emphasis of the University. Only in

this way will we be able to develop locally held collections which

will match the current and future emphasis.

As the library collection grows, access to particular items needed

by individual researchers becomes more and more difficult. In many

instances the time and effort that must be expended to obtain appro-

priate information outweighs the value of the information. Users as

a result rely upon easily obtained information from tools with which

they are already familiar, those that they locate through serendipity,

and those obtained through information from others working in the

field. This can only result in impoverished research. The major

intellectual task confronting librarians is the development of tools

to overcome these obstacles. Access to information in serials is

particularly difficult at the University of Arizona Library and

printed book catalogs of serials holding of the University Library



would greatly facilitate research. However, since such a catalog
would need to be updated two or three times a year, the only feasible
method of creating and maintaining such a catalog is through a com-

puter based system.

A large university library is particularly confusing to beginning

undergraduates with limited library experience. We must improve

our ability to provide a satisfactory orientation for the 5,000 or

so new students each year.

In last yeart s report attention was called to the special need of
the Music and Fine Arts Departments for expanded library facilities.
This continues to be a major concern.

Finally, in addition to a computer based serials records system, an
issue to which we have already spoken, the Library should give con-
sideration to machine assisted systems for cataloging and accounting.



PLANS

In order to improve user access to the collection two major changes

are under consideration. First, we are seeking a librarian with

the training and experience necessary to develop and implement a

library instruction program for undergraduates. Hopefully, both

formal and informal programs can be developed which will enable the

beginning undergraduate to more quickly master basic library tech-

niques. Advanced students and faculty members usually find that

library subject specialists, in those institutions that have them,

can greatly facilitate their research. As we begin to modify our

staffing patterns to meet the needs of the new general library

building, consideration is being given to such subject specialists.

A corps of reference librarians with advanced subject knowledge, who

can assume responsibility for collection development in their res-

pective areas of expertise, provide bibliographic instruction for

beginning researchers and other specialized assistance as is appro-

priate, should greatly strengthen library service to and communication

with graduate students and faculty members.

Continued attention will be given to other aspects of public service.

Applications are now being accepted for the position of Assistant

University Librarian--Public Services. The individual selected

will have chief responsibility for merging reference services into

one central reference department, organizing and staffing a micro-

film room and a periodicals reading room, and determining how best

to provide access to information now commercially available through

such media as video cassettes, among others.

As has already been mentioned, a new Assistant Librarian for Technical

Services has been appointed and will be joining the staff very soon.

This important addition to our staff will provide us with the necessary

manpower to begin to review carefully both the organizational structure

and the procedural systems in all areas of technical services. We

hope that this will allow us to use our resources more efficiently.

Particular attention will be given to staffing patterns in the Acqui-

sitions Department, where traditionally the University of Arizona

Library has concentrated collection development. If we develop a

team of subject specialists with collection development responsi-

bilities in the public services departments, we will need to make some

adjustments in the responsibilities of the Acquisitions Department

in this area. Another area which will soon receive attention is the

production of cataloging data. Many libraries are beginning to

find it economically feasible to purchase cataloging data from regional

centers or commercial vendors who have created large computer based

files. Many such possibilities are opening for libraries to consider.

We must keep a watchful eye on the national scene and continue to

develop local cost data.



**Does not include music.

APPENDIX A

BOOK RESOURCE STATISTICS

Government Documents 550,460

Depository
24,321

Non-Depository
11,627

35,948 586,408

Non-Bound Holdings 531,420

Microfilm Reels
4,793

Microfiche
8,236

Maps
7,333

20,362 551,782

Audio_RecordS**
1,227 2,430

2,039,994
Total Catâloged Holdings

Uncataloged Microforms 232,317 69,747 302,064

TOTAL HOLDINGS 2,342,058

Added

1972/73 1973/74 Total

Bound Volumes 831 ,876 45,103

Serial Parts
24,256

Withdrawals
69,359

-1,861

67,498 899,374



Main Entries Made:

APPENDIX B

CATALOGING STATISTICS

1973/74

Original

Cards Added, Main Catalog:

Printed

Catalog 124,710

Serials 24,945

208,556

37,740

TOTAL 642,247

ReclassificationS

Periodicals (titles) 341

Serials (titles) 94

Monographs (titles) 3,396

Catalog 30,206

Serials 5,916

Oriental Studies 1,695



APPENDIX C

LIBRARY USE STATISTICS

a. Records not kept.

1972/73 1973/74

Home Use:

Main Loan Desk 282,566 423,324

Science Loan Desk

Music Loan Desk 24,510 27,415

Map Collection 6,818 4,479

Instructional Materials Collection 58,709 40,357

Oriental Studies 2,704

Subtotal 372,603 498,279

Building Use:

Main Library Reserve 70,785 72,019

Science Library Reserve 26,570 46,464

Music Reserve 50,147 57,846

Instructional Materials Reserve 12,890 20,908

Special Collections 7,870 6,484

Map Collection 23,240 32,402

Library Science
a

Oriental Studies 2,810

Subtotal 194,312 236,123

TOTAL 566,915 734,402



APPENDIX D

SPECIAL USE STATISTICS

1972/73 1973/74

Reference Inquiries Answered:

General Reference 39,484 42,250

Humanities 18,213 17,878

Fine Arts
5576a a

Social Science 7,948 12,333

Documents 4,357 6,411

Science 15,194 14,695

Instructional Materials --
b b

Maps 6,079 4,446

Music 4,714 4,784

Oriental Studies 1,095
b

TOTAL 102,678 102,797

Interlibrary Loan:

Borrowed 2,415 2,832

Loaned 3,442 6,014

TOTAL 5,857 8,846

Photographic Services:

Microfilming 31,800 ft.c 34,100 ft.

Photocopies Produced 558,548 1,027,820

Discontinued as a separate service December 1972.

No records kept.
Does not include film for 7199 matriculation records filmed for

Office of Registrar.
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I. SUMMARY

I started the 1973/74 fiscal year in the position of Assistant Librar-

ian for Technical Services at the University of Arizona Library. This

position had responsibility for the Acquisitions, Cataloging, Loan and

Serials Departments of the University Library. I was given a new posi-

tion with differing responsibilities on 3 October 1973. The nature of

the responsibilities for this position are given in a general memoran-

dum issued by the University Librarian.

"Effective immediately Charles Peters is assuming a new title and new

responsibilities within the University Library system. Chuck's new title

is Assistant University Librarian for Systems and Facilities. In this

new staff (or support) position, he will be responsible for overseeing

construction of the new main library building on behalf of the Library

as well as coordinating, maintaining, and directing the ongoing smooth

operation of our current facilities. At the same time we are formal-

izing another assignment which Chuck has had for several years: the

development and implementation of computer and other automated applica-

tions to our various processes and operations. And, I suppose it goes

without saying that, as will all Library administrative position, this

new one contains the jargonistic phrase, 'Other duties as assigned.'"

I was also issue editor of the LARC COMPUTERIZED CIRCULATION SYSTEMS

SERIES, vol. 1 no. 1, devoted to the University of Arizona Circulation

System.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

During the past year I assisted Mssrs. Barney and Ford in the Business

Office in establishing a methodology for them to follow in connection

with the Library's role in the research area vs. the instructional

area of the University. This study was done in connection with the

overhead allowances given by various agencies of the U.S. Government

for their contract research at the University. The problem lies in

the fact that no precise dividing line separates research from in-

structional activities in libraries either in their operations or in

their book collections. The same books, services and personnel are
available to all patrons regardless of the use to which they are put.

The government auditors believe we should just base our data in this

regard on the amount of books circulated which are charged to students

or researchers. Books, however, are only a small segment of our col-

lections. Journals, microformat materials, research reports, and rare

books are non-circulating materials, and we do not keep statistics on

their use. Yet these are the materials most heavily used by the re-

search segment of our clientele. I wrote a report on this topic for

the Business Office which explains this problem and gives reasons why

circulation data alone are not sufficient for the purpose of showing

the extent of library use by research workers at the University.

I was also responsible for writing the grant proposal to secure a grant

of $5000 from Title lIA of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The grant

proposal was to strengthen our library resources in the area of Ameri-

can Indian studies. In pursuit of this goal, an acquisitions proposal

was made that would add to our holdings those periodicals in the Prince-

ton University Library's BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AMERICAN INDIAN PERIODICALS.

The money was granted and the program is underway at this time. The

expenditure of these funds must be accomplished by June 30, 1974. The

Serials Department requested me to oversee the expenditure of this fund

in March, 1974.

I was also involved in coordinating the activities of the group of in-

terns from the Graduate Library School in the summer of 1973. This

program was given to me with only a week's notice that I would be re-

sponsible for the Library's portion of it. The Director of the Gradu-

ate Library School and the person teaching the course expressed ap-

preciation for the assistance the Library rendered them in bringing

practical experience to their course work.

I also wrote the proposal for which the Library received a small sub-

vention from the Vice President for Research to give on-line litera-

ture searching to University of Arizona students, faculty and staff.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The need to improve our intellectual and physical access to our library

holdings is somewhat hampered by the lack of funds in the operations

portion of the University Library's budget. The addition of the TWX

alternate to the teletype unit in the Main Library gave us good access

to the DEC 10 on campus. This, however, is for staff use. It would

not be suitable for public use in the accessing of machine-readable

data bases. Considerable expertise resides in the University Library's

personnel in the area of applications programming, system analysis and

information system design. In order to adequately exploit this exper-

tise, additional terminals, telephone lines and other operational equip-

ment are needed to give the system personnel in the Library the tools

they need to achieve faster intellectual access to materials for our

clientele. If the University Library is to become more than a reposi-

tory of bibliographical materials and take a more active part in the

area of information transfer, such tools are needed.

The continuing effort to upgrade the Library's unreliable data col-

lection equipment is still going on. The contract negotiations with

the Mohawk Data Systems Corporation appear to be finally coming to

fruition in this forthcoming fiscal year.



IV. Future Plans

The effort to upgrade our present data collection equipment will con-

tinue this year. In addition, we hope to make program changes that will

achieve certain economies of operation beneficial to both the University

Computer Center and the Library.

Machine-readable data base service will be offered for the first time

to University Library clientele. We hope to make this service a con-

tinuing one if this trail prograni proves successful.

Continued analysis of the Serials Department will be done this year in

an effort to automate certain portions of this important department.
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SUMMARY

The year i-913/14 was for the AcquisitiOflS Department both eventful

and. tragic. The Department found itself deprived. of guidance when

the Assistant Lilrarian for Technical Services assumed other duties

within the Library. Then toward the end of the year our accountant

resigned, but we were fortunate to find an excellent replacement.

The events found their tragic culmination on June 2 when our Chief

AcquisitionS Librarian suddenly died, leaving the Department in a

crucial period--the time for requests for capital and personnel

expenditures, general book budget as well as the annual report.

These matters were taken care of with varying degrees of expertise

by the staff with the help of a sympathetic and understanding

Administration. The Bibliographer for Collection Development was

appointed as the Acting Head of the Department immediately following

the lamented passing away of the Chief Acquisitions Librarian.

The most important issue confronting the staff of the Acquisitions

Department was that of intellectual control and accountability of

each item processed: was the Department performing a creative and

intellectual function in processing the book order requests from

the faculty, library staff, and to a lesser degree from the students?

Was the monitoring of various "blanket" or "approval" plans a quality

control safeguard to be pursued by the Acquisitions Department?

Could these routine, but nevertheless creative functions be expanded

by formalizing various areas in which the staff of Acquisitions

Department is the only defactor selector?

In spite of these troublesome ttidentity crisis" questions in the

realm of professional eschatology, the Department managed to

process an awesome amount of material with a notoriously small staff,

thus repeating its past excellent performances which were duly noted

in the Swank Report of 1972.

The Department, in order to encourage selections from the faculty

and staff, managed not to get them overly involved with the concerns

over the budgetary control, especially after receiving a generous

increase of $300,000. Thus the negative battle cry "no money" was

very seldom, if ever, evoked. The presiding attitude became that of

"affirmative action" on any selection with a commitment to process

it with a minimum of deliberation and unnecessary delay.

During that tragic and eventful year, the Department was confronted

more and more with explaining its function to other Departments of

the Library. With the position of Assistant Librarian for Technical

Services being unfilled for the whole year, many policies and problems

had to be brought out before the Technical Services and Public Services

Committee. The Chief Acquisitions Librarian submitted various written

reports to the Committees, explaining Acquisitions' routines, especial-

ly those in regard to Abel's "approval" plan and its "form selections"

as well as the general organization or "pre-sorting" of books before

their delivery to the Catalog Department.



Toward the end of the year, a couple of months before his sudden
death, a few operational changes were instituted by the Chief
Acquisitions Librarian--namely those concerning the decentraliza-
tion of preorder searching and verification by assigning full-time
and part-time verifiers to each librarian, making the librarians
also responsible for the placement of orders within the broad
areas of their responsibility: Science, English Literature, for-
eign material and the material of the branch libraries such as
Music, Instructional Materials and Library Science. This change

enabled the professional staff to be directly responsible for
orders in their general areas.

The Acquisitions staff continued to moniter Abel "approval" order

form selections, referring a few of the dubious copies to the Public

Service Librarians. The selection from Abel's forms--so called
"form selection"-- became logically a cooperative effort, with some
unavoidable overlapping between the Acquisitions and Public Services

staff. By and large, the Acquisitions staff tended to be more
receptive and inclusive while the Public Services Librarians
tended to emphasize their direct areas of responsibility, stressing

the reference material.

The monitoring of Abel approval books presented us with quite a

considerable problem when the firm announced its "cost-plus"

charging, which meant that they were adding a visible service

charge to each book, while continuing to pass on to us the original

discount from the publisher. Suddenly, the less expensive books--

those under $8.50--became visibly expensive because of the service

charge. While the firm insisted that the grand total of our
"approval" expenditures would be in our favor--and a sample study

done on an ad hoc basis corroborated that assertion--the psycho-

logical impact was quite the opposite: many less expensive books

(e.g., non-mass market and original paperbacks), with an average
surcharge of S2.50 had to be returned and ordered elsewhere.

This change in Abel's policy--fortunately abandoned in the

spring of 191)4--illustrates that the "service" aspect of

approval books isn't all free in spite of the enormous budgetary

commitment on our part--Sl27,34O or 10 percent of our book

budget.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Department was able to process effectively a staggering number

of books and related material without developing any acquisitions

backlogS. The efficient monitoring of various standing orders, not

only in the English language, but also those in "area" category

(Latin America, German literature, books on musicology) contributed

a great deal toward an overall impressive picture.

In addition to these more or less "automatic" services, for which

the dealers expertise should be complimented, individual orders

for obscure, hard to get and out-of--print books were easily

processed, in most of the cases, or wisely abandoned, not without

previous notification of the recommcnde

This successfully managed routine did not prevent the Acquisitions

Staff from becoming a mere "ordering machine"--a considerable

amount of creative effort went into selecting of materials, while

not neglecting the day-to-day processing obligation: duplicate

copies of outstanding current interest books were added to those

coming on "approval" plan; individual selections were made in

such fields as contemporary English and American Literature,

Hispanic and Latin Americana, science, both current and rare.

Because of the considerable "bookish" interests of the staff,

many good relationships with various antiquarian dealers were

developed, and many an acquisitions was aoeomplished during their

visit, after de visu examination of the books offered. The

Acquisitions Department tried to involve as many Public Service

Librarians as possible, by encouraging their selections during

dealers visits.

This fruitful combination of business orientation and "bookish-

ness" resulted in good contacts all over the world. As a result,

the Department kept abreast with special events like auctions

and sales, and became an active participant in some, like the

Richard Abel overstock sale, where 800 books were purchased at an

average price of $8.00 per volume, since the discounts offered

were quite generous, ranging between 33 percent and 60 percent.

Then a sizable collection of rariora was purchased through our

agent at the Parke Bernett auction in Los Angeles, comprising

rare ornithological works and other early books, predominately

in the field of science.

These accomplishments would not have been possible without the

generous financial base, provided by the Library Administration

and the President of the university. The President's involvement

in the development of our history of science holdings resulted

in acquisitions of many a prestigious volume. This undoubtedly

is our greatest achievement.

3



LIMITATI ONS

While the financial limitations were not our overriding concern,
there existed a general feeling that the Department performed its
considerable duites with a basic minimum of staff. While one
can hope that the present expansion of our acquisition activities
will continue, some serious thought should be given in regard
to the staff expansion, be it professional, or high-level non-

professional. Some sections in the Department, especially the
Gifts and Exchanges, show quite visibly that an extra full-time
helper could be put to a good use--helping to sort gift materials,
usually arriving in large quantities. There may be, of course,
the possibility of our all-to-ready acceptance of gifts for
which we cannot find any use, and which aren't easy to dispose
of.

This leads to another, related limitation or a problem--that of
accumulation of duplicates, which could be more easily negotiable
for exchange, were they assembled in an organized way. This parti-

cular problem is related to the work overload, especially for the
"bookman" on our staff. The pressing day-to-day routines tend
to relegate this problem to lower priorty, which results in
cluttering of our working space.

Although there was no visible backlog of unprocessed orders,
there were some areas where the selection was not done
systematically, and dealers form selections--those from
Harrassowitz and "Aux Amateurs de Livres" were allowed to

accumulate. This was caused to some degree by our disappoint-
ment with faculty's response to the "form selections"--as well
as our own budgetary overconsciousness; as European book prices
are on an average twice as much--or more--compared to those
of the United States. Nevertheless, this backlog will be

cautiously absorbed into our 191)4/15 acquisitions program.



FUTURE PLA1S

To prepare ourselves for the exigency of switching over to

another blanket order jobber, in case Richard Abel perfor-

mance is curtailed or ineffective. Since no dealer can offer

such a wide scope of material, this could only be done by

streamlining our acquisitions mechanics--be they manual or

automated. Once the Abel plan is abandoned--and one hopes

that this would never happen--all Library Staff would have

to take over the book selection.

To develop additional standing order plans and more active

retrospective selection for Argentina, Brazil, and Chile--

areas somehow neglected in our collection.

To integrate out-of-print desiderata file with our Orders

Outstanding and Received file. This means that the items

searched for, but not actively ordered, would be interfiled

with firm orders.

1. To reorganize our duplicates--both in the Acquisitions

Department area and in the basement, by forming well organized

and labeled subject units, to facilitate their exchange when

the opportunity presents itself.

To encourage more spending from Gift and Memorial funds or to

spend those funds by our own selections, according to the

wishes of the donor.

To develop our own statistics for books purchased, by

initiating a weekly count of books delivered to the Catalog

Department.

'. To convert our "package order" system of ordering books

(i.e. many books on one numbered order) to "one book--

one order number" system.

5
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$AVIGATION, Greathead on LIFEBOATS, Hancock on INDIA-RUBBER, Leiste on PUMPS, de Lesseps

n the SUEZ CANAL, and Vale öthe TELEGRAPH. Early works on electricity are particularly
trong; including Adams, Aepinus, Ampere, Beccaria, Cavallo, Confalonieri, Read, Tyndall,
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Previous holdings of the works of Huygens, Humboldt, Pepys, Newton, Lord Rayleigh, and
Strabo are enriched by additional gifts from John P. Schaefer.

Of more recent vintage, a reference set of Sarton's INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE
has been donated by the President for Special Collections, so that its staff can enlarge
backgrounds and appreciation of these valuable additions.
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Music Sàores 7,0148.18

Phonorecords 3,009.148
Musical 2,8l)4.38
Spoken Arts l9 .10

Memberships 3, .00

Multimedia i4aterial (for I.M.C.) 2,387.214



William H Hattich Memorial

Charles U. Pickrell Memorial

Pistor-Stanley Scholarship
in Agriculture

Sarah K. SchntLer Memorial

Revolving Funda

Total 1073/Th Expenditures

GIFTS M) MSMORIALS

aMade up of donations from the Alumni Foundation and Small gifts.
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Available

$ 369.17

573.21

100.00

72L.0l

2,151.3S

Spent

j; 300.00

99.20

82.7L.

23.2L.

2l. Li.

$1,026.72



Special $30,000.00
Appropriation of June 2L, 1971
for purchase of books for the

School of Library Science
Departme rital Library.

(1030-2120-01)

3PtCIAL aNTS-
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30,O00.00 $S,30.87 $20,61.)4S

Special appropriation of $300,0Ö0.00 $216,338.99 $268,628.66

April 27, 1973, of $300,000.00
for resource development.
(10i-7 0-02)

United States Office of $,000.00 ,000.00 $,00O.00

Education appropriation
for the purchase of the
Bibliography of the Anierican
Indian Periodicals in Princeton
University Library.

(oio-780-02)
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SUMMARY -

In 1972/73, we lost seven of our ten catalogers; in 1973/7k, the Typing

and Preparations Sections lost nine of their fourteen clerks. Our efforts

during the past year were of necessity directed towards rebuilding and

training of these many decimated groups. Our work was slowed down but

never seriously interrupted.

The number of uncataloged titles in the Catalog Department rose from 6,700

to 8,900; but the backlogs in Special Collections decreased from ca.

to 2,650, and in the Near Eastern Languages Section from ca. 3,000 to less

than 1,500.

Considerably more uniformity in cataloging procedures was achieved by the

transfer of the Music and Instructional Materials catalogers to the Depart-.

ment; by extending some degree of control over the Far Eastern languages

catalogers; by replacing a whole group of home-made call number schemes

with the Library of Congress classification system; and by creating a

uniform terminology for non-book materials.

The conversion of the Public Catalog into a true Union Catalog is pro-

gressing. Since July 1973, main cards for Music Collection phonorecords

and Instructional Materials books and audio-visual materials have been

filed in the catalog. Changes in location stamping policies will facilitatE

physical access to our many collections: Public Catalog cards for titles

located in all reference collections and all branches will show the

appropriate location symbols.

A Library of Congress card cataloging ect ion was created, and in a short

period of time proved its usefulness.

A small departmental reference book collection was purchased.

Besides the normal flow of work; several special projects were carried

out or started:

i. Expansion of the author/title section o'f the Public Catalog.

Writing of parts of a new cataloging manual, a task which is more

difficult and time-consuming than anticipated.
Participation in a Library School program exposing students to

actual work in a cataloging department.
1. Duplication of main cards for 8,000 Music Collection phonorecorcis

for the Public Catalog.
- Location stamping of 20,000 cards in the Public Catalog representing

the holdings of the Library Science Collection.
Reclassification of the Herbarium Collection.
Reclassification of ca. 1,000 titles in Special Collections for

the general stacks.
Study and evaluation of automated information retrieval and card

production systems.
Preliminary processing of the first 150 titles in our neglected

collection of books in Hindi.
Providing consultation on medía cataloging to Business and Public

Administration an setting up a sample catalog for its commercial

archives.
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NAJOR STRENGTHS

Two years ago, our cataloging operations appeared quite modern. Today,

it is felt that the depository card file, the Copy Cat camera and the

Xerox copier are unsatisfactory. The trend is to put onets faith in

automat ion.

Regardless of supportive technology, our strength is and will always

be the quality of our staff. We have a competent group of catalog

librarians and an intelligent, well-trained career staff led by some

highly efficient supervisors. Half of the Departmentt s members are

relatively newcomers, but the spirit of responsibility and cooperation

remains unchanged.

The Library Administration has shown much interest in our work. Moral

and financial support given to us was felt as a source of encouragement

and strength.

Our raison d'tre, the Public Catalog, is becoming larger and more

complete. Undeniably, this is an improvement; however, we know that

for many untrained users it will just be an additional complication

of a tool which is already difficult to understand. It is hoped that

the new Orientation Librarian will give a fair amount of his time to

instruction in the use of the Main Catlog.

Other achievements have been listed on the previous page.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our great limitation is the poor ratio of cataloging to non-cataloging

staff, presently 13:12, excluding Preparations and Bindery. Of seven

new clerical positions assigned to usduririg the last five years, only

one could be added to the already existing sections, three were needed

for LC cataloging, two for the Recataloging and Reclassification Team,

and one for the Science Bindery. This situation quite often puts the

career staff under undue stress; it forces professionals to do non-

professional work, it prevents effective shifting of staff in critical

situations, and makes continuity dependent on the presence of a few

highly experienced supervisors.

Fortunately, the assignment of a new clerical position and the

allocation of a larger wages budget for 197)4/75 will solve some of

our difficulties.

Turnover of staff is too high. Typists, ranked7 as Clerks I, yet

expected to perform a variety cf tasks, have no' possibility of being

promoted except by transfer. While we may agree that some change is

beneficial, there is no question that we spend an unreasonable amount

of time on the training of new clerks. It is hoped that the University

will accept the new classification scheme proposed by the Library and

that some of our clerical positions can be up-graded and thus be made

more attractive.

On July 1, l971-, the Recataloging and Reclassification Team will be

transferred to Cataloging. The team is top synall for its tremendous

assignment. Its insufficient staffing burdens' pur lyping Section with

much additional work: Typing has to maintain its separate and quite

extensive reclassification program (ca. )4,000 titles in 1973/7)4) and,

in addition, has to file the large amount of cards produced by the team.

cataloging of books in Near Eastern and South Asian languages continues

to be a problem. Our possibilities of training and supervising catalogers

are severely limited. In addition, we have to cover materials in five or

more languages -with only one cataloging position assigned to the task. We

will have to continue splitting this position between two or three part-

time catalogers. If the Oriental Languages Department plans to maintain

or expand its curricula, the creation of a cataloging position for South

Asian languages (Urdu, Hindi, Bengali, Sanskrit) should be considered.

Production of cards of good quality has been a sore point for years.

WhIle we hope that the recently ordered new Xerox 2)400 copier will bring

some improvement, we have become convinced that the final solution will

be the change to computer-printed or commercially printed cards.



FUTURE PLANS

The following plans are almost identical 'with the "Goals" submitted

to the University Librarian in March l97:

Introduction of a cost-effective aútomated system which is

more than a card production device and which will eventually

integrate acquisitions, cataloging and serials procedures.

The Catalog Department's specific goals are the abolishment of the

unmanageable depository card file, maximum retrieval, of cataloging

information, reduction of original cataloging, and production of

finished sets of cards of good quality. Realization of this

project depends on the availability of funds; the Department's

contribution will be limited to the know-how of some of its

members and to the general willingness to accept change.

Completion of the new cataloging manual.

Integration of the Recataloging and Reclassification Team.

i

The following changes have been initiated:

Red&ction of the number of "general catalogers" and strengthening

of areas where original cataloging is most needed. A start was

made in April with the part-time transfer of Mrs. Norvelle to

Special Colléctions cataloging and Mrs. Vidor to Music cataloging.

Processing of media is our most critical area and will be given

special attention.

Delegation of more supervisory responsibilities to qualified staff.

Here too, a first step was made with the'receñt appointment of

Ms. Kacena as Assistant Head of the Department.

Introduction of reasonable performance standards acceptable to

staff, department head and administration. The Library's search

for new evaluation and self-evaluation methods should eventually

provide us with the necessary guidance and advice.

Some other projects, not vital but useful, will be given consideration

if time, staffing and funding permit: Duplication of the Instructional

Materials card catalog for our Public Catalog; change of outdated ternth

(tape, film, disc) on older cards for audio-visual materials; creation

of guide-cards for voluminous authors represented in the Main Catalog;

and "see also" reference in our Authority File.



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Cataloging Statistics

July 1, 1973 - June 30, l974.

Titles Volumes

New titles 30,209 311.,207

Catalog Department
Original 7,723

Printed 22,1186

Oriental Collection 1,695 2,362

Add it ions

Added volumes (Continuations)
l,12L

Added copies
2,351 2,678

Analytic entries
200 200

Microforms
92 1Q2 reels

Microfilms
37 5,01-0 sheets

Microfiche

Audio-Records
579 1,014.0 discs

PhonodiscS (Music)
142 63 discs

Phonodiscs (Spoken Arts)
98 109 reels

AudiotapeS
8 15 cassettes

Audiotape Cassettes

Visual Records
FilmlooPS

7 7 loops

Filmstrips
2 5 rolls

Filmstrips (with disc or tape) li-2 98 rolls

Slides
2 76 slides

Transparencies
6 38 sheets

Pictures, art prints, teaching devices, etc. 23 23

Multimedia Kits
38 38 kits

Reinstated
li-li-

TOTAL ADDITIONS
35,i-75 li-7,870

s1
Withdrawn 4 ''6 1,512 i,86i

Reclassified
JUL1974 c 3,396 li-,o83

RECEIVED
, LIBRARY OFFICE ?

' (JeFA y



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Class numbers assigned by LC classes

July 1, 1973 - June 30, l97.i-

General works
Philosophy
Religion
History (auxiliary sciences)

History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceanica

America. History of the U. S. (general)

History of the U. S. (local); Latin America

Geography (general, mathematical, astronomical)

Physical geography; oceanography
AnthropogeographY; anthropology
Folklore; manners and customs; sports

Economics
sociology
Political science

Law
Education
Music
Fine Arts
Philology (general); classical philology
Modern Western European languages
Slavic languages
Asian, African, American Indian languages

Literary history
French literature
Italian literature
Spanish literature
Portuguese literature
English literature
American literature
German, Dutch, Scandinavian literatures

Science fiction
Pure sciences
Natural sciences
Medicine
Agriculture
Technology
Military science
Naval science
Library science; bibliographies

Bibliographies
in Special Collections
in Instructional Materials Collection

30,209

A 98
B-BJ 700
BL-BX 1199
C 2li7
D 251-8
E 1151
F 1765
G-GA l4-3
GB-GC 81
GF-GN 103
GR-GV 319
H-HJ 1859
HM-HX 1177
J 619
K 323
L 820
M 2076
N 1105
P-PA 286
PB-PH 2Li5

PG 261
PJ-PM 1076
PN 587
PQ l-3999 .35
PQ 14000-5999 75
PQ 6000-8999 582
PQ 9000-9999 99
PR iL.88
PS 111.02

PT 519
PZ 2001 298
Q-QE l23-I-
QH-QR 867
R 531
S 1.77

T 11911-

U 87
V 2,7

Z 811-7

Others:

016 226
Arizona 596
Juvenile 11-37



Repairé
Old books
New books

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders
Signs
Cut pages
Records, etc.

New books processed
Government Documents
Oriental Collections
Maps
Special Collections

F i 1m

Music

CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Preparations StatitiCS*

July i, 1973 - June 30, l97L-

Red rope folders
Pam-b inders

Hand_lettered

Special lettering
Special Collections, Bindery,
Perma-bind, etc.

2,7-3
1, lli.6

L.,768

* Does not include labeling and pocketing of new books or

reclassified books.

2,993
75

178
7)4.

207

57
3,226

5, 719

662
668
675



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Bindery Section Report

l973/l97

The operation of the Bindery Section was changed July 1, 1971f- to

combine the Main Library and Science Library Binderies under the

supervision of the Head of the Main Library Bindery Section. A

clerk was hired for I.O hours a week to handle the Science Library

Bindery and to work with the Main Library Bindery as needed.

Efforts of the Bindery Section were concentrated on setting up

permanent bindery records in the Science Library and on dealing

with the large backlog of science periodicals needing to be bound.

Our statistics show that inspite of a slight cost increase from

the Roswell Bookbinding, approximately the same number of items

were bound as the previous year. The small increase in the budget

over the previous year held the figures to the same level.



Budget for the year

Spent

Unencumbered

CATALOG DEPARTMENT

Bindery Section Statistics

July 1, 1973 - June 30, 197--

85,000.00

8).,983.35
16.65

Tot"al bound
Item

jöurnals
8,72

Books
3,561

Theses
987

Special items
170

Plastic bind
83

Overseas binding for

Oriental books
1,118

Music
861

Total items 15,922



1. Cards
Cards made

Original
Printed

3. Original titles by language
English
French
German
It a 1jan

Latin
Portuguese
Russian
Spànish
Other languages

TOTAL

CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Miscellaneous statistics

July 1, 1973 June 30, l97

l2!i, 710
208,556

TOTAL 333,266

i. Titles for Oriental Collection by language
Arabic l,991i.
Bengali 1

Chinese 1,296
Japanese 399
Hindi 75
Persian 56
Urdu 172

TOTAL 3,973

5,717 òr 7)4..l'o
31] 1.!4.

82 1,1
182 2.3
139 1.8
68 0.9

701f. 9.1
78 1.0

7,723 lOO

Cards filed in Public Catalog 276,150

Cards sent to National Union Catalog 23,000

2. Titles cataloged for branches
Instructional Materials Collection 7l
LibraryScience Collection 8l
Music Collection 1,613
Oriental Collection 3,973
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1. SUMMARY

The Central Reference Department serves as the first point of contact
between library users arid library materials. To encourage the smooth
flow of information, orientation is provided on an individual basis
ac well au to organied groups. Instruction is given in the use of
the card catalogs and in a wide range of other reference materials;
detailed reference service is provided in the various fields of the
Fine Arts; referrals are made to other departments of the Library
System for similarly detailed work in other disciplines.

The work of the department has continued at an uninterrupted and
efficient pace, with only a few developments:

The n3me of the department was recently altered from General
Reference to Central Reference. This largely unnoticed change is
another of the continuing steps in the eventual formation of a true
Central Reference Department in the new building.

The Interlibrary Loan and Microform sections have been re-
organized, and these now report to the head Central Reference Librarian.

The continuing projects of the department have proceeded without pause.
These include the indexing of the Arizona Daily Star; compilation of
thesis and dissertation lists; maintenance of an art-exhibition catalog
file; development and maintenance of other indexing and bibliographical
tools; and the selection of library materials in the fields of reference
and fine arts. Several staff members have fOund time to teach or to
complete academic courses, and have also kept an active interest in
various professional organizations at the local, state, and national
level.

Published papers:

Thesis and dissertation checklists. 1970,1971, 1972, 1973.

Papere in preparation:

Thesis and dissertation checklist. 1974
Five-year cumulation, 1967-71.
Index to the Arizona Daily Star, edited for publication. 1966-68

Questions answered:

central Reference, 1973/74 42,20
(1972/73) 39,00
(1971/72) 43,700



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the departmentlies in the knowledge and skill of
the Central Reference Staff, which is supported by the fine nucleus
of the recently reorganized reference collection. While each
Librarian and Assistant is to some extent a specialist in language,
literature, history, the sciences or the arts, they are mutually
supportive, as befits the general nìature of the work of the depart-
ment, and can collectively and individually ston an astounding
range of knowledge to the assistance of the library patron.

We have been fortunate in finding talented and conscientious graduate
assistants, and can commend the cheerful fortitude and the responsible
judent which they have éxhibited at the reference desk.

The professional and career staff must also be commended for unusual
industry in the preparation of papers for publication.

It is a particular pleasure to draw attention to the good work done
by Susan Spaulding, who has handled her increased responsibility as
Iad of the Interlibrary Loan Section with quiet skill.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The department is over-dependent on student assistants. For almost
20% of our staffed hours, these are required to serve alone. To be
sure, these are late night or other awkward hours, but one would
still like to see service provided by full-time staff for a greater
part of the time. Indeed, during the Midnight to 2:00 A.M. period,
the department cannot be staffed at all, leaving the catalogs un-
attended. Few irregularities in any of the card catalogs can yet be
attributed to this cause,, but the spectre of misuse or vandalism
remains.

It will be noticed that although the volume of questions answered
has surpassed last year's total, it has still not reached what it
was before the 1972 move. The approaches to the department have
been grealy improved by renovations to the newspaper lobby, but we
still miss the front-door accessibility we had before.

The department would like to consider assuming responsibility for
the area known as the Bibliography Alcove. Presently maintained by
Technical Services, much public assistance is given here by the
Central Reference Staff, which perforce receives the blame for the
difficulties encountered there. This might require a modest amount
of reclassifying and recataloging, but would surely pay dividena in
patron good-will.



FUTURE PLANS

The department expects to continue our close cooperation with
Interlibrary Loan and Microforma. We expect also to côntinue to
refine our service through increased interaction with other
departments. In this respect, we will be drawing on the reference
potential of the catalog and acquisition departments; we feel that
the establishment of a Lobby Information Desk staffed in part by
members of these departmente has encouraged this spirit of
cooperation.

The indexing and editorial projects undertaken by the department
are progressing well. We are hopeful that a way can be found for
publication of a significant portion ofthe Index to the Arizona
Daily Star.

In association with other Public Services Departments, particularly
Social Sciences and }bmanities, plans continue to be formulated for
the eventual creation of a true Central Reference Department in the
ew building.
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Summary

The continuing work on the backlog for the card catalog has meant
fewer calls to Central Reference for help. In May and June this work
received an extra boost from two student assistants, working twenty
hours a week on filing and typing cards for the catalog.

One of the first projects of the new head of the department was
to visit the book chairmen of the various teaching departments in the
Humanities spheres. These visits have resulted in greater cooperation
between teaching departments and the Humanities Library in collection
development. Specifically, we have been working with the German and
Philosophy departments in filling gaps in our periodical holdings.
Also, we are concentrating on bolstering our holdings in nineteenth
and early twentieth century English and American literature. Concur-
rently with the visits, the department started sending lists of new
acquisitions to the book chairmen.

All members of the department have been active in establishing
ties with teaching departments. Lois Olsrud gave a talk on library
resources to a graduate class in Psychology. Karen Seibert presented
a talk to graduate students in HPER. Gladys Bean has been workihg
closely with the Poetry Center in tracking down material for acquisition
and compiling bibliographies of poetr in journals.

A number of special bibliographies have been compiled by members
of the department (list given under Major Strengths). We have also
been compiling locator guides for all the major indexes. These are
especially useful because the visible index gives only periodicals in
our department and omits journals which come out irregularly or less
than three times a year. Older locator guides, such as the one for
Psychological Abstracts, have beenrevised.

A vertical file was started this year, partly motivated by the
decision of the Acquisitions Department not to catalog books with less
than 50 pages. Subject cards are filed in our catalog referring
patrons to material in the vertical file.

Lois Olsrud and Karen Seibert have been attending classes on
Plato IV which will enable them to prepare a programmed course on the
use of the Humanities materials in thé library.

The department's plans for building a collection of tapes of the
spoken word were set back when two cassette tape-players were stolen
just after they had been received by the department.

From the end of April onwards working conditions have become
increasingly difficult because of a breakdown in the cooling system,
which has still not been fixed by June.



Major Strengths

To strengthen ties between the Humanities Library and the teaching
departments, the department head has been discussing with book chairmen
(sometimes the head) of each major department that uses the Humanities
Library, ways in which we can offer them better service. Apart from
finding out what they wanted, he also explained to them services which
we currently offer, such as bibliographic talks to classes and

preparation of special bibliographies on request. One of the irimediate

benefits gained from these discussions has been guidance from these
departments, notably Philosophy and German, in our collection building,
for instance in choosing journals.

Concurrently with the visits, we have started sending lists of new
acquisitions to the book chairmen. The lists are produced by photo-
copying the upper portions of the new catalog cards as they are
received. Each member of the Humanities staff has assumed responsibility
for certain subject areas. Response from the teaching departments to

these lists has been very favorable.

A number of bibliographies were prepared by members of the department:
"A Selective Bibliography for Graduate Students in Psychology" by Lois
Olsrud, "The Clear Majority: A Selected Bibliography on Women" by Karen
Seibert, "Research in UA HPER" by Karen Seibert, "Books & Articles on
the Teaching of Great Liteiature" by John McKay, "List of Pulitzer
Prizes in Journalism" by Karen Seibert.

The department has operated under the assumption that our holdings
in Spanish are strong and that collection development in this area is
being responsibly carried out by Mr. Makuch óf the Acquisitions
Department and the staff of the Romance Languages Department. The

strength of our holdings in other subjects is not so clear and futther

work with bibliographies is needed to find out. It would appear that

our holdings in modern philosophy, psychology, linguistics and

contemporary American literature are satisfactory.



Major Limitations

Mutilation and theft of periodicals and books continues to be a
major problem. A considerable portion of the department's time is
spent on work connected with this: deciding whether to order replace-
ments, checking catalogs and pulling cards from the public catalog and
shelf list. No immediate solution to this problem is envisioned.

All members of the department have strived to make up for the
inconvenience of a divided libfary. We have continued building up our
catalog, the key tool in helping us make research easier for library
users. There has been a noticeable drop in the number of phone calls
to Central Reference as we have been able to rely more on our own
catalog.

It was a special help to thé department when extra wages money
allowed us to hire two student assistants in April and May to work
twenty hours a week until July 1 on filing and typing from the
backlog of cards for the catalog.

Otherwise wasted work has been put to good use by the decision
to file in our catalog as a temporary record a copy of each book
order which is found by the Acquisitions Department to be already in
the library.

Although we have a strong collection of Spanish material, the
holdings in closely related subjects are often comparatively weak.
This is particularly noticeable in older linguistics material in
neighboring Romance languages. For instance, we lack many of the
older standard works on the French language. With the end of "free"
interlibrary loan in sight, it will become increasingly important
that we obtain our own copies of these.

In areas of current ferment, such as philosophy, linguistics and
psychology, the library ought to be more active in acquiring non-trade
material. As long as librarians shy away from such things as technical
reports, they will not be serving these fields adequately. A researcher
who relied only on the publications of the established trade in these
fields would be about two years behind current research.



Future Plans

As the time for moving into the new library approaches, the
filing of cards into our catalog will lose importance. Adjustment to
this fact will occur after July 1 of this year, when we will lose the
extra student help working on the catalog. Filing work done by the
regular members of the department is usually given low priority on the
work schedule.

The most consistent comment from book chairmen with whom the
department head has held conferences has been on the need to fill
in gaps in our journal holdings. We have started a systematic effort
to correct this. We are presently cooperating with the German and
Philosophy Departments in compiling want lists for journals in these
subjects.

A major project in this line is checking thé list of serials
indexed in the International Bibliography of the Modern Language
Association against our holdings and deciding what new subscriptions
to ask for.

We plan to enter holdings on the locator guides compiled by the
department for the various indexes in the reference collection. These
locator guides are very important, since the selective nature of the
Visible Index of periodicals, the incompleteness of the Humanities
Catalog and the fact that many of the journals indexed are in other
parts of the library system all combine to aggravate the researcher
looking for journal articles.

We hope to evaluate our holdings of older monographs in major
subjects by checking suitable guides to the literature in those fields.

The department is currently working on a new issue of Folio, which
we hope to bring out before the next academic year.

The Psychology Department has asked that the talk given by Lois
Olsrud to graduate students become a regular annual event.



REFERENCE QUESTIONS RECORDED

by the HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT OF THE LIBRARY, U.of A.

FOR THE YEAR JULY 1973 to JULY 197)4

1973

JULY 801

AUGUST 679

SEPTEMBER 1.531
OCTOBER 1,785
NOVEMBER 1,856
DECEMBER 1,213

1974

JANUARY 731

FEBRUARY. 1,882

MARCH 1,930
APRIL 2,1468

MAY 881

JUNE 763

16,786
Additional reference

questions froth part-

time desk 1,092

17,878 TOTAL REFERENCE QUESTIONS



New Book Acquisitions, Humanities Dept.,
July, 1973 - June, 1974

Total by Ìk,nth:

JULY 429
AUGUST 656
SE PI'EMBER 739
OCTOBER 645
NOVEMBER 479
DECEMBER 396
JANUARY 489
FEBRUARY 722
MARCH 759
AfflIL 1107
MAY 940
JU 694

Yearly Total: 8055 *(e1tjdjng "Z" classification 2/74-6/74)

Total Number of Books Broken Down into LC classification:

016 94
A 94
BF 272
B-BJ (excluding BF) 497
BIBX 872
GR-GV ..... 404
P 117
PA 157
FC 87
FG 262
PB-PH (excluding FC) 139
PJ-PM 492
PN 513

i142
FR 1259
F5 1157
Pr 486
PZ 216
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decreased sii gli fjy alTeo f; i ng the ci reniai; on f i gu r'r . Ye L thu
enthusiasm nl' facuil,r roi Ori entn.tion of sl;udents to materials irr

subjects ranging from Icinder ari;en through twelfth ç'ontinued to
require the librarian' s assis f;ance. A the request of' a í'acuiti
member an exhibit of instructional materials by commercial repro-
sentatilves was organized by the librarian in February. This kind
of exhibit will be repeated in the coming year with the addition
of a program and registered attendance. In addition a travelling
book exhibit of elementary and secondary books was provided in the
IMC.

A decision was made to cease being the sole collector of hooks
about children's literature. Library Science Collection will now
cover this area.

With the arrival of a new cataloger the decision to place all new
books in the Main Library Catalog was made, causing changes in
subject headings in the IMC catalog. Professional books are
classed in the LO system to facilitate with Main consistency and
children's trade books remain in the Dewey system. Anticipating
growth in media throughout the libiary system, catagories of audio-
visual materials were relabelled for clarity and consistency. Open-
reel videotap vacuities were moved from the Reading and Secondary
Eucation Departments in order to enable students to view materials
assigned by faculty at any time the library is open. Other audio-
visual materials are on reserve serving students in the same way
as reserve books. Faculty are using more audio-visual materials
in teacher education than ever before. INC facilities for viewing
and listening undoubtedly contributes to this activity as does
commercial production.

The greatest challenges to the IIC library are the questions,
"How can I teach this topic to children?" "Do you have any unique
materials to teach this subject in an interesting way?"
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students were encou aged Lo (en:; L iic t; end d -Pl ay ] .;i45: i cee ter::
n t lie TMC. Fo ensu re qual Ly select; i on nf and i i ; S a mate r i ais.

many nìat;er lain were acqu lied o r prov i OW by the Í;v;u1 U,'/ 1(1d i L Orar Ltfl.
Acquisi fions 1 Lnl;n are created each month to n tory:: acuity cf new
materials * The librarian han wo rl';ed wi. tb the Tpee.iai !d':cation

Department; to collect instruct onal mat;eriais with that department;' s

Funds. When a career education project began, the librarian
assisted the staff in locating and organiz Ing materials. To know

the needs of the develop Lng mult cultura] progïmu, h' liharj an

attended committee meetings. Bulletin hoard space is provi den

students demonstrating their ability to teach with that medium.
Teachers in the professional community outside the College of
Education are permitted to borrow materials. Their comments on
the learning effectiveness of materials are welcomed by the librarian.
The librarian contacts faculty whose students are using the col-
lection to discover if the collection is adequate for the pur-
poses of the course. Materials are put on temporary reserve when
whole classes aré required to examine a section of the textbook
collection. As new needs present themselves, the staff strives to
meet them. Usually away canbe found that is satisfactory to all.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Budget for materials and appropriate storage space of audio-
visual materials are the major problems facing the 1MO. The in-

crease in the materials budget in the last fiscal year enabled the

1MO to continue selecting one more month but the file of materials
rejected because of budget limitations is painful to see. It is

so large. There is much more demand from the faculty for ex-
pensive audio-viaual materials, with prices starting at $60 and
running to $125. The preference for kits of multiple items rather
than single audio-viaual aids or books is strong among the faculty.
It is hoped that the library system will recognize thi.s chanping
demand on the 1MO and will support the faculty in its chOices by
continuing to increase its materials budget.

One of the storage containers for audio-visual materials wa
acquired thus emptying book shelves, but others needed or requested

have not yet been provided. The 1MO still needs filmstrip cabinet
hases, large picture drawers, proper record containers, and kit

cabinets. Possibly the redesign of the former small lintenin
rooms will accommodate large kits and projeeLors. If the 1110
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has been ordered and over time rincEs out d'Lfferently. l'bene

problems are minor but "occasionally upsetting.

FUTURE PL/iNS

The IMC will continue to kQep ftself flexible so that faculty and
student requirements can be met when requested. One professor
has suggested that collection in the secondary area might be
tied closely to assignments to be made so that evaluation of
student's work by faculty can be more effective. Knowing faculty
assignments facilitates service to students as well as promotes
learning.

Iffunds are aväilable for special projects, putting IMC cards in.
the Main Library Catalog would improve access to resources on this
campüs. On the secondary education level teachers of methods
courses are drawn, from other departments, such as mathematics,
home'economics, and geography. 'While an effort is made to reach
faculty outside the College but serving the C'ollege, cards in the
Main Library Catalog would ensure these faculty knowing of resources
useful to training teachers.

More requests will be made for' storage of audio-viaual materials
so that shelves can be released for books. Weeding will he done
not only to keep the,coflection up-to-dáte but also to make room
for more timely materials. Collecting for student-teachers is a
bit dfferent from collecting for a school library. Student-

teachers wish to work with current subjects while school libraries
have fixed curriculums to be' supported.

The IMC will continue to encourage faculty to work with students
in the library so that knowledge and use of varied instrdctiorial
materials will inci'ease.
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1. SUMMARY

Interlibrary Loan handled a fifty-eight per cent increase in requests
through May of this fiscal year in comparison to the same period in

1972- 1973. There has been a seventeen per cent increase in requests
from University of Arizona faculty, staff, and students resulting in
a twenty-two per cent increase in filled book and microfilm requests,
and an eleven per cent increase in filled photocopy requests. There
has also been a seventy-nine per cent increase in the requests for
University of Arizona Library materials from other libraries. This

resulted in an increase of ninety per cent for filled photocopy sent,
and an increase of fifty-eight per cent in books loaned.

Much of the increase in the requests received from other libraries was
due to the tremendous growth of CHAIN (Channeled Arizona Information
Network). CHAIN requests, including location requests and reference
questions, have increased one hundred and forty-seven per cent from
a total of 2547 requests (July, 1972 - May, 1973) to 6296 requests
(July, 1973 May, 1974). The CHAIN agent handles all interlibrary
loan requests to the library which originate in Arizona.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Interlibrary Loan was reorganized in February in order to speed up the

turn around time for out-of-state requests. One person now has primary

responsibility for all out-of--state lending and photocopy requests.

These had been handled by two people and, at busy times, were secondary

to other duties. The person in charge now has much better control of

and gives better serviceto out-of-state requests.

The Arizona State Department of Library and Archives, having obtained

federal funds, is again supporting CHAIN activities through a number of

grants to help regional and resource libraries fund necessary personel

and equipment. The University Library is once again the recipient of

one of these grants after having financed CHAIN throughout the current

year from the wages budget.

Since July we have served as the state resource center for the USDA's

experimental Documents Delivery System. We received eight hundred and

eighty requests through May and filled five hundred and forty-nine of

these from our collection. The remainder were forwarded to the Univer-

sity of California at Davis which administers the program and the grant

from the National Agricultural Librar/paying for photocopy, verification,

forwarding, and postage. According to information received from the

University of California at Davis, the USDA Documents Delivery System

will continue in its present form after the current fiscal year. It

will no longer be funded by a grant, but on a contractual basis.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation of interlibrary loan remains the slowness of our
service to our faculty, staff, and students. Much of this is still due
to the processing time required by the libraries from which we borrow,
but. more time is now being taken up in the mail. Books and packages
coming fourth class still take about seven day3in the mail, but photo-
copy coming fourth class now takes an average thirteen days. It is
not unusual for a photocopy order to take three weeks in the mail af-
ter spending several weeks being processed at the lending library.
In a recent sample, one third of our photocopy requests were automatical-
ly mailed first class or air mail without this special service having
been requested. These orders were received in an average of four days.
If this trend toward mailing xerox first class continues, our service
in this area may improve. In the meantime, we are recommending that
patrons concerned about getting xerox quickly pay for special mailing
either by first class mail or by air mail.

The increase in the number of requests interlibrary loan has received
this year has also slowed our service, especially during our busiest
periods from October through mid-December and March through mid-May.
This problem has been aggravated by an increasing number of patrons try-
ing to use interlibrary loan for short-term projects and as their major
source of research material rather than as a supplement to the University
of Arizona's líbrary collections. We are trying to screen requests more
carefully and warn new patrons of the time required to obtain material
on interlibrary loan. Many students need material for a talk or a paper
due in a relatively short time, and they make requests hoping the material
will arrive by their deadline. Very frequently the book or xerox is no
longer needed even if it has been obtained by a rush request to one other
library. During busy periods we have been forced to limit the number of
requests which can be submitted by one person each week since continual
extremely heavy use by one patron inevitably slows service to others.
One faculty member has had ninety-five completed requests in the last
five months and has thirty-seven still in process. More and more patrons
are coming to interlibrary loan with long lists of references they need
quickly andwant processed immediately. We are not able to do this to
their satisfaction much of the time since we must limit the number of
requests done for one person each week.



IV, FUTURE PLANS

Our major need is additional help, especially for the CHAIN agent. Help
cOuld also be used during peak periods to type requests, open packages,
and check in books coming to our patrons. This would free more time to
verfy and process new requests from our faculty, staff, and students.
Our goal is to send out new requests within twenty-four hours, but, at
present, this frequently is not possible.

More central organization and clearer delineation of procedures are
needed for CHAIN. The new federal funding should enable the State De-
partment of Library and Archives to work on these problems, and we hope
to help make the network more effective. Many of our present CHAIN
functions are carried out through informal agreements between individual
libraries which are confusing and inefficient.

Microfilmed copies of the catalogs of the Arizona State Univers ity Library
and the Northern Arizona University Library would be very useful both
for CHAIN referrals and for processing requests from our patrons. We now
have to telephone or TWX our Do you own!s and wait for replies which
are sometimes slow in coming. If we had microfilm of the catalogs, we
could use them as we use the Intermountain Union List of Serials and
automatically check each book request for an in-state location as we
check periodical requests. An in-state location is preferable because
we can usually obtain the item in one to two weeks rather than the
three or four required for out-of-state locations.
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The pUrpose of the Library Science Colection is mainly, although not ex-
clusivuly, tu serva the studunts and faculty of the Grjduate Library School.
Decause of tis close relationship we share this year in the school's suc-

cess for its accreditation by the American Library Association. The visit

of the accreditation committee, which took place lost November, included the
Library Science Collection in its evaluation for one of the prarcouisites to

meet ALA standards is a strung suportive library science collection. The

report of the committee pointod out the strengths and limitations of the LSC.

These will be detailed later.

The Library School was selected to be part of a study on library education

conducted by Dr. end Mrs. Ralph Conant. Again the LSC was considered import-

ant in its support of the as curriculum and in the facilities and services

it offors to the students and faculty. When the Conantu wore here last Spring

Mrs. Conant viitd the. LSC and interviewed the librorian, meeting wth full

caomoratic:n.

flasides serving the Library School, the LSC servos members of the community.

Among the people taking advantage uf our services were; Two members of th

staff of tha Arizona doily Star wanting to learn how to sat up a vertical file;

a coluanist fro: the same newspaper consulted our collection of Horatio Amer

bocks and v.rute about it; a school librarian oho hud not worked for a

veers wonted to uodot her skills; a Tucson mublic librarian studied public

lihrcrv raport:;; an industrial emocutivo brounht a tff icaber to be taught

how te sat up a lihr ry in hi plant.

:erly in thu ynar thu librarian tao invited to taka port in the CLS faculty

meetings with voting privileges.

A standing committee fur collection development was formud. It is chairod

by the Library Science librarian and its rnoribers are: Dr. Maxwell, Ms. Rise-
brom, and Mr. Van do Vuorde who ropramont different fields within librarian-

ship. This coOittCo met those tieo during the year; Ito purpose is to

assess tho strengths and weadneousu of thìe collection and rcmm:cnd ways to

iplenunt it. Humover all f oculty members and studcnto are invited to sug-

gest titles 'or purchaseng.

I. 5uMNA Y



II. MAJOR OTOMGTHS

Thu nout importunt asuct of the Librury Science library is the excollunt
rapport butweon thu librarian, thu faculty and thu utudonta. This friend-

ly at:nosphore wakes for bottor productivity. fucstinnsnnd raqusts are
met with alertneua and nood will. Every effort is node by thu librarian

and thu stuent assistants to carve efficiently.

The Librury baianco Collection is still small, but it has boon conoidor-
ably incruacud in all arcas and io developing in a dofinitu diroctian.
It was ducided to strannthcn the collection in support of two courses which

have gained excellent studant response: History of Children' s Literature

and Hidtory of i3ooks nd Printing. Cooks from thu Gjulsnesa Collection

which were stored in the Main Librery wore tranoferrud adding considerably

to thouc aToas; also juvenilia forinurly housed in Opecial Colloctions was

brought over, this in addition to our Redfern Colluctian of children's
books jroInises to bu thu basis of an outstanding historical colluction.

We hv also addud substantially to the titles dealing with school libraries

or madia cantors, to support the course in School Library Adniniotration.

In new fields such as Library Automation and Library Nanagomant almost all

current titles are acquired.

For the first time an effort is being made to obtain as many titles as pos-

sible in microform in ordur to nave both monay and space. For the most

part we shall acquire reports, conference proceariinqa, etc. in microfiche

sinco it is nut tha kind of material ono curls up with anyway.

Out Reference Colluction io quite adequate for the support of reference

courses. Existing scrios are kept current, in some cases new editions of

nueded tools and occasionally samples of new tools aro added, but it is not

the gao1 of thu LSC to rintain an extensiva rufurenco collection of costly

works which would for the most part duplicate the holdings of the Central

Reference Dapartwent, to which our students hayo easy access.

In our periodicals cullection wo have attonpted to subscribe to every nation-

al journal indoxud in Library Lituruture, including oat of thu publications

of pro fossonc1 associations, Canadian and British as well o American. We

cre also adding to our foreign subscriptions in iodarn European languagos.

We have now 220 catulorjud periodicals and 150 uncotalogud anos.

2



iII. AJLd LI:ITATILJ.5

Two erabiomo hiu hovu beast tha librarian ail "oar arL. coincidentally
ones which tu .LA ucruditation co.rittun pein .ed out anu for which
they urgoJ o prompt resolution. Uno is lock of space, and the other is
the division in the collection. Actually the first problem has a bear-

ing on the second.

A year ago it was hopad that the LthC iiight expand into the classroom

next to it, but that was not possible end the opurotion uf thu library
was carried on undur oxtromoly trying circumstances. In our cracd
quarters students nit elbow to elbow, cvorflowincj into the hell. The

level of noise prevents cuncontrution. There is no work area for stud-

ant assistants other than the libroriants desk. Duok5holvu5 aro filled

to capacity and in order to ¡ike room for neu books, bachfiles of period-

icals were sont to storage. Although this was a rogrutablo step it has
not inconvenienced thu users because pieces ara retriovublo in 24 hours

when rucjuestud.

A largo part of thu collection, bocks dealing with library scianco which
ware left in the ain Library when this library was established, hove yet

to b a reclassified and transferred, The space situation being what it Is,

it is understandable that the Catalog Department did not yet undartake
the major reclassifico tion project that is needed, but the reasons are

mostly economical. There has boon ro problem in reclassifying individual

titles as they wore, at various timas, requested. be have always received

cooperation from the Technical Sorvico ]Jepprtments.

The lack of clurival help in a third problam. It results in the librarian

devoting a large part uf her timo to non-profeesionel routine tasks when

she could be aking up more creative endeavors.

The space problem is about to be solved, at least taIporarily, when the
Graduate Library School and the Library Science Collection move to now
quarters in an olJ frtornity house on ist. Street. Thu building is picas-

ant and apparently spacious. The seating capocity mili be doublccl. The

stucanto will have a lounge so that they may benefit from group discussions
without impinging un the right of t ose who require a culot atmosphere to stu-

dy. The librarian will have a small office, and there mill be sume work space

for studont assistants. The increased shelving capacity will Ormit reloca-

tion of periodicals nom in storage and encourage transfer uf the materials

still in the 1ain Library.

If the librarian does not got increased assistance the problem will only be

aggravated in the new building because of the larger locale end the longer

distance from the Nain Library necessitating more time to get to and from

meetings end such.

j



IV. FUTUFE PLANS

'10 aro looking forward to coving into more attructive and spacious

guarturs. Thu largor locale will purrilt us tu sut up euhibito cf

sorno of the intorusting and valuable material wo hava.

This will b thu bat time to gut on with thu massive effort of ra-
ciansifying and transferring the materials still in thu Pain Library.

Paterials now in storage will bu woved to lot. Staunt with the rest

of thu colloctcn.

Vo will continuo to buy materials in microfiche and microfilm cc well

no cassettes.

Thc librarian pions to contribute timely topics from tho jrofasoional

literature to student discussion groups.

Givon adenutc clerical hole the librarian will be froc to roviorn ref-
erence hooks, write bibliosrophios, and incroase her cuoporation with
thu faculty and service to studenc.

The librarian appreciates the cooperatioh and support she has r eceived

during the year from the library edministrdtion.

4
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RESERVE BOOKS

* This Juvenilia was transferred to LSC from SpeciI Collections and INC
and is still in the Dewey classification, that is why it is counted
separately.

Surrniier II h titles for L1. courses 82

Fall 132 titles 12 courses 16h for 11 courses

Spring 292 titles 17 courses 17h for 1) courses

Sunmier I 66 titles 6 courses b2 for L courses

jpENDIX

HOlDINGS 1972/73 1973/7h

Monographs h800 771

Periodicals 200 226

Non-book materials 0 30

Redfern Collection 227 227

* Juvenile Collection 200

CIRCULATION

Home Use 2636 h112

REFERENCE QUESTIONS
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The policies f'r loaning materials in the University Library system have
undergone careful review this \re1r by the administration and staff of
the Library and the members of the Carpus Library Council. The result
has been a written policy defining different types of borrowers and the
l-an periods fr each. Variatirm are indicated far the reserve hook
rooms and the varions bronches. flnly one mjor change has been ìecon-
mended from the policy now in effect. This is to alter the loan period
for faculty and staff f'r°m an indefinite period to six months, with re-
newol if desired.

Prhlpì'ns with reshelving hooks and peri odicals in the Science-Humanities
LiA'rary were reviewed. Areas of responsibility and training techniques
for student assistants have been redefined. The stacks sunervisor ap-
po nted in January, 197)j, is doing a good job of organizing the work
load. A study was conducted of 'time spent and pieces handled by student
assistants ietween February 1 and April 3f). The results 0f that study

ore shown in Appendix A.

The storave areas on ('Lb Street were inventoried to provide an accurate
listing of the materials located there.

Peclassification projects in the Library have required another 2f) hours
a week for hEwrpunchiflg in the Loan Department to handle the extra work
load For ai.nr new ros Lcr hook cards and dele Li n the old call numbers
From the ma Ler book fi le.

Fe have flowchnted activities surrounding search procedures and the re-
ordering of lo-"-'ks and periodicals declared lost. The procedure has been
exp?'nded to include notification of 'the search requester i:f the piece has
not been found after one montI.and reorder at this time if desired.

r'cedures for dishersenient of order slips were simplified in the Loan
Department with the conoequent shiFt of responsibi]it for this task from

cni siti.oss Lo those Futile [ìervice areas not already handling them.

Fecentl y, we acreed Lo circulate reserve mater i als Froci the Hain Library

Deserve Fook Roni 0or the Graduate School of' Social Services Administra-

ti on t Arizona State University, for the benefit of Tucson students coin-

miit,inr to Terrpe. This is a further step in reciprocal activities with
U v'i en i,ibrary.

'ajor shifts in the stacks in both Libraries have provided more room for
exoansi.on where needed and better sequential order in Dewey classed hooks.
Fxt'ra shelving recently received will also alleviate shelvIng problems.

Veonwhile, the dai!y business of the Loan Department, the circulation of
Library materials and accounting for their location, has continued as
usual, in snite of the continued periodic breakdown of electro-mechanical
charge-out equipment. Circulation has shown an increase over fiscal 1973
as i.ndicoted in Appendix Overdue notices have been riai,led weekly as

a courtesy to borrowers and encumbrance notices sent out monthly. An

es inn Led 3,OO in Lil rar,y fi ces were pa id in 1T7"/73.



PAJ°P PTf['PTkP

The extended loan nervice nrovided fer geaduate students each semester
d'rnn the rcauThr schcol ye-nr is one of the major strengths of the Loan
Penartmpnt. Any er; l3tesLucìent, incThding Law fchooi and Pedical
Sch-'cl. sLudentc, any keep books they have checked out unLil Llie official

of classes en the Train campus. The books are renewable if there
has been no intervening request for them. Te ncldiLion, Ph. D. candidates
worki ne on disertatinns are granted extended loan periods during the
s armor m-nths.

As a balance for this service, any hook may he recalled from another
borrower after he has had it for two weeks. this is a strong advantagefr the undereraduri Le who may want maten ai being used by a eradunte
student or a aaher of the faculty and staff.

A da ly circu atien i st is provided to help locate material in the Main
and fcience_uìrranî Lies libraries. lt indicates where any hook nay he
found that is not in its place in the stacks. This is now available on
mi crofi cr-e o L n i nere ise j n cost ond con i eroni e s iv n s in n L time

and r aper mtniit at the ITniversity Computer Center.

new he returned at any building or branch within the University
Library ysten. Thus, horronrers near the Educa Lion fluilding nay return
wain Library bocks to the Tnstruciilonai Uatertais Cilection, etc.

The quality of work per formonce that Toan Department personnel ask of
themselves has been a strong asset. The spirit of cooperation and the
attention to r]etail in carrying out work assignments, in an atmosphere
or friendliness yith each ether as weil as the pULlC, is a vital aspect
of our daily operations. Furthermore, the Library administration s back-
inc of this Deportment t many day-to-daydecisions, especially regarding
fines, is truly appreciated.



j.jCì LTT1f flS

fte ¿utn led crciiThtri system conti nues Lo e n oFf-1ie, babeh-
picesed sytem. . ihereore, the daily circulation 1isL is out-ot-datè
when received rch rnorninr and 2) hours behind by th oíd of each day.
FurLhert ore, the rces 'f checking each returned book Lo ee if i bas
)-een reqeted by anntbr borrower is a tirne-consutriing nd therefore
cLiy pernti. on . An on-line.. is Lci ionid eLecL 'hoid' beoks as they
¿'re cichnrec1, 1,hus (.iflat ng the chAckin step at a iaLeI point.
Loo-inT iO tb trcts rr mi3sed tho1ds no ioncr be necessary.
A1rxintey (O hrs per week ?o11d be saved .

ch ne rro1Ter anpcti'ns nd modiflicitiens must be processed.
Pnrin mob flr '1 st the oon desk, borro!Ters not on Lhe rnaster hor-
roTTer5t re ¶?iLh ncorrecL fl Cords ms beve bmoRs cheched out Lo
thcrT erroneousi y, a i stoke thich could be cott ioued each Loe thereafter

hen l:tot persmn chocks out 1oks ithourh uraLn :s processed daily,
.,e et upcì Led esper printouts oni on a rrntlìly bis is . hereí'o'p, o:uch
riipli cnt,in f effort occurs, too. An on-line system woui1 autooieticnlly
chock fr horounr vnliditv as rort of each check-out routine.

The Tdhrorvs encuehrnnce.procedure is still too decadent on the activity
-f the ccounts heceivohle Pflfice. Thr encumbrance notices itemize the
fl rc-o, listinr who b oks were 'rerdae, thel r a ne do ten and uhen they
mere returned. ittg e vos o more co'p]ete s to Lmiim'rit than the Accounts
hecei P11 U n. The prohien lies in t e l'rc L that the Accoun to le-
ce ivohle ce Jru.:nsses the r poid enc h'Orlcrz on eri ii eduler sehe-
dnio i:ofore r rrncl the cods to us C0y clon ririm,. Thus, mm mey bill

'1eue l"u' nn enc'nrkrance he hes olredy 1. .'!hen the jccoi.ints Re-
ceivoble (Sfflice reaches the point whore accounts ore cleared routinely,
this problem should take care of itself. Yennuhile, we continue to o'k
closely mth them.

The Library is hampered in the service it can g ve by those faculty
members who mi 1.1 not re turn Uoks that hove been roques Led by oLh r hor-
ro' 'ers. Currently, the l'acul by member s deporbuoub red Jean (if oece-
oorv)ere no Li Cien al' l'olures to comply mi bh such requests. however,
Then Lho'e meflsures C0 IL, mé hove no 'irther recourse since hRtlirìg does
erL reni ire paynent.



PL,'JíS

The Loan Depr'tnent is stfl1 looin. foriard to the Line when the electo-

nec*an cT chare-out dCViCCS presently in nne w il be replaced by solid

stLe eqn pment ayo i Table fr orn hwR DaLa CornoraLon. The redue Lion in

maei1ue errors will help tremendously in snneothinE out our operations..

The second 1vsntoe to the ohawk Data equipment is its adaptability Lo

on-i inc perot huis. A LoLaTly on-line sysLem nay he some years in the

nt'nre. however, a prposl has been made to convert the borrowers'

file to n-Tine inquiry of riles in the DEC-10 in the Coniouter Center

via the T',X lredy available in the Library. Tt hears careful consi-

derobion, for it could alleviate one or our major lirntstions.
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Sub Total l9l,02 236,123

TOTAL 611,lO 73,11O2

* 1972/73 statistics did not include A-V equipment use.

1973/714 A-V equipment use was 111179 of (the total 20,908.

* Not íncl'ded in 1972/73 statistics

oriental Studies Collection 2

Sub Total 372,603 L98,279

Build in Use

Main Library Reserve 70,78 72,019
Science-Humanities Library Reserve 26,70
Instructional Materials 12,890 20,908*
Map Collection 23,2i0 32,1102
Music Collecbion 0,)J7 7,8116
Special Collections 7,870 6,L.811

APPENDIX B

Circulation Statistics

1972/73 1973/711
Home Use

Uain and Science-Humanities
Loan Desks (automabed system) Ljll, 298

Main Loan Desk (manual sysbem) 3,731
Science-Humanities (manual system) 8,20

Total 2$2,66 ì23,32L

Instructional Materials Collection 8,7O9 tO,37
Map Collection 6,818
Music Collection 21,lO 27,)4l



M.P COLLECTION UNIVERLIITY OF ARIZONP LIERY
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SUNARY

The word that best describes the work of the staff this year is involve-
ment. Staff members cooperated with the teaching faculty in selecting
and securing needed materials for curriculum develoninent, and in making
special arrangements for their students to use the map reading room as a
cartographic laboratory. The departmentts instructional program was or-
ganized to provide students with information on the use of maps, the re-
sources of the collection, mapping programs, and the important new themE
ic works in various disciplines. During the year the staff participated
in several University community service projects.

Special borrowers used the collectionts resources to find information on
many subjects, however the current energy crisis was of predominant im-
portance. Geologists, who are associated with oil and mining companies,
as well as consulting geologists gathered data required for mineral a nd
petroleum explorations in Angola, Morocco, the Sub-Saharian countries,t
western part of the United States, Central Lmerica, Mexico and Canada.
Tucson land developers made extensive use of large scale topographic mc
of the southwestern states. -'

New acquisitions included the orthophotocuadrangles of the Tucson and the
Phoenix areas, the OS ta Centerts Frth Resources Technology Sate 1-
lite-1 color composite imagery of selective Arizona locations, and eimdar
mosaic of Yellowstone National Park. The reference section was strength-
ened by the addition of the Bibliography of Cortomraphy, which was corn-
piled over a twenty year period by the Geography and ip Division of the
Library of Congress. The U. S. Geological Survey continued to provide
topographic and geologic coverage of the United States, works on lu n a r
geology, and special mapping projects. New sheets of the large scale
ographic depository sets were received from the U. S. Defense Yapping A-
gency. The new Uniod catalog of mans was one of the most significant titles
acquired this year.

A YaRC Test Tape for Yaps was purchased for the purpose of making addi -
tional bibliographic information available to the map cataloger. Over a
period of several months the usefulness of the print outs to the catalog-
er will be determined.

A long standing goal was realized last September with the acquisition of
a lockable map case for housing valuable old maps. Original sheet maps
with pre 19CC publication dates were removed from the map stack and r e-
filed into this new case. These maps date from the 15th century, and re-
present the works of many early European cartographers.

During the year the annual inventory was completed, thematic carto-bibli-
ographies were checked, index maps for large sets were prepared, the top
graphic quadrangle collection was shifted, and a large number of damaged
maps were repaired and mounted.

The new Library was a major staff concern. Mach time was spent working
with the University's interior decorator in determining equipment a n d
furniture needs for the p Collection's new quarters.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Because staff turnover in this department has been minimal, the individ-
ual members have attained a capability in their respective p o s i t io ns,
which enables the operational procedures to function without undue dif-

ficulty. This continuity has also given the staff an opportunity to gain
a stronger control and a greater knowledge of the collection, so that in
depth reference service can be given. Without a competent staff to offer
assistance and to interpret the map user1s requests, this highly special-
ized collection could be of little use to patrons, who are unfamiliar with
cartographic materials. The fact that the department does provide public
service to the University community, the Tucson area, and to citizens in
other parts of the state is a credit to a dedicated staff.

Several instructional programs on maps and map libraries were conducted
in the p Collection. The first to be scheduled was a series of 1 e c -
tures and discussion sessions held for nine Grauate Library School in -
terno. Although technical processing of cartographic materials was t he
primary interest of the participants, all phases of map library work were
covered. To accommodate a night class in civil engineering, that was com-
posed of Tucson and Pima County surveyors, special arrangements were made
for a member of the staff to meet with them after closing hours. The pur-

pose was to provide an opportunity for the surveyors to secure information
about current maps and to learn more about new mapping programs. A simi-

lar arrangement was made for a Library Science class, Literature of t he
Social Sciences.

Two lectures on cartographic reference materials and the organization of
the map collection were given to the Geographic Techniques class. This

preparation enabled each student in the class to complete an independent
map study during the second semester.

For the first time the Map Collection participated in several University
of Arizona community service projects. These included You and the "Ufl,
Wildcat Country Week Celebration, and the El Con Homecoming Celebration.
Exhibitions featuring atlases, raised plastic relief maps, charts, wall
maps, globes, sheet maps and departmental publications were used to pro-

vide the general public with an indication of the Library's cartographic
holdings.



i'AJOR LDIITATIONS

The most pressing departmental needs are concerned with additional space

for growth. The present facility lacks adequate space for a sufficient
number of reading tables, more map cases are required to sustain collec-
tion development, and an enlarged work area is critically needed for tech.-

nical processing.

Although very little can be done to improve working conditions at this
time, the staff has worked with the University Librarian in ari effort to

develop a departmental plan for the new University Library which will e-
liminate these problems.



FUTURE PLANS

With the completion of the new University Library it is the hope of the

staff that collection building can be greatly accelerated. Adequate stor-

age should be available at that time to permit expansion of the reference

section, and the acquisition of nny more large scale topographic sets.

Working in cooperation with the teaching faculty, the goal of the staff

will be to acquire those materials which will support research and cur -

riculum development.



Holdings of the Collection

Public Service Statistics 1973/1974

Circulation

Library Use 32,402

Home Use 4,479

Rererence

Inquiries Answered 4,446

APPENDDC

Acquisitions Statistics 1973/1974

181

4,448

1,302

1,683

8

Totals

7,433

Bound Volumes

Single Maps

Depository

Gifts

Purchased

Aerial Photographs

Aerial Photographs 14,586

Bound Volumes 2,041

Globes 9

Single Maps 110,418

127,054
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STJIARY

Other statistics on the occurrence of filin damage and minor main-
tenance factors have been kept in the Microforms Section during fis-

cal 1973/74. The following, however, are included here because they
present an overview of the salient factors of operation over the past

year.

Viewing Equipment Film Viewers Microfiche/card TotaJ

Microforrns Section 9 /. 13

5thTier 2 2

Social Science 3 3

General Reference 1 2 3

Technical Services 1 1

In storage 6
Total . . 20

Microfonna Holdings June 1973
FiLm rolls . . . . . . . . 24,000 (est.)

Microfiche/cards 65 linear ft.

June 1974
20,000 (p1us)
76 linear ft.

Accessions and Addjtion Filins Microfiche/cards

New accessions 81 (2,330 rolls) 6 (11 linear ft.)

Adds (mainly newspapers) . 1,646 rolls O

Uncataloged Backlog
Est. 6,000 rolls of newspaper backfiles due in July or August.

Projected Transfers (tom Science Libra)
Est. 114 linear ft. of microcards (Early American Imprints).

Room Use (Bm. 301 only)
These figures are being kept to determine if the available viewing

eauiaient meets prevailing patron use of the facilities0 The figures

reflect only the average and highest (*) count of patrons present at

peak hours.
10-11:00 AM 2-3:00 PM 7-8:00 PM

July-Sept. . . 2 (4) 2 (3) 1 (2)
OcDec 3 (6) 3-4 (8) l-2 (4)
Jan-Mar 3-4 (8) 2-3 (7) 1-2 (3)
Apr-June . . . . 3-4 (5) 2 (7) 1 (4)



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Increased student assistance has greatly improved both room service end
general progress in the organization end maintenance of the Microforms
Section through the past year. With the installation of a phone, the
section operates in better liaison with the Social Science and General
Reference departments. The addition of tables in the room and a shelf
for guides and indexes have also expedited use of the facilities with-

out overcrowding the work area.

At present, the microforms viewers are adequate both in number on hand

and general operating condition to carry us through the coming year.
Three additional microfiche readers have been moved from the Micro-
forms Section to convenient locations in or near the Social Science

and General Reference departments, thus making three viewers avail-

able to each department, and all viewing equipment has been scheduled

for general maintenance checks and parts replacement work next month.

The rnicroforms storage situation has been improved with the acquisi-

tion of six new microfilm cabinets and adaptation of several old filing

cabinets to meet our needs for microfiche stqrage. Conditions surveys
of our films are nearly complete. As noted in the summary, the extent

of damage to film holdings in the past has been minor, end plastic
reels have been ordered to replace ±usted and bent met1 reels during

the next year.

With regard to content of the incoming materials, significant new acqui-
sitions cover a wide range of research areas, the census records of

India (1872-1951), the reports of the American Indian Rights Associa-

tion and the National Archives cliinatological records (560 rolls)

being representative of many extremely useful sources acquired this

year. But, with regard to both volume of input and general focus of

research interest, the prevailing emphasis has remained largely upon
American newspapers and periodicals. Our newspaper coverage is strong-
est in the eastern cities, however, the backlog mentioned in the sum-

mary consisting mainly of backfiles of the New York Hera, Washington
Post arid the New Orleans Times-Picayune. To give the collection better

balance, we have requested purchase of the backfiles of the Los Angeles

Times and index, now being offered by Bell & Howell.

Work has commenced on the compilation of guides to uncataloged micro-

films which the University Library made several years ago in the civil

and parish archives of Sonora, which will facilitate cataloging and

subsequent research in these materials. Guides are also being pre-

pared for various newspaper miscellanies and film series that contain

disparate bodies of documentation.

The Microfilm Section has had the opportunity to give special help to

the Tree Ring Laboratory in locating various sources of historical

data, such as the tShipping Intelligence9 sections of port city news-

papers and the weather data on the logs of U. S. naval vessels, which

will help in the calibration of tree-ring data.

2



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The abovementioned backlog of sorne 6,000 rolls of film and prepara-
tions to transfer the Early American Imprints from the Humanities
Department to the Microforms Section, Main Library, will require
making about twelve range sections of shelves available to accomo-
date this input. We have six sections open at present. To gain
another six sections, it is suggested that we flappropriateU an
additional range immediately to the left of the door leading into
the 5th Tier, or install wooden shelving on the floor space in that
area, placing them immediately above the range supports below, on

the 4th Tier.

With regard to improving the present short-comings in our newspaper
coverage of the Far West, it has ei ready been noted that the back-

file to the Los Angeles Times and index have been ordered. To pro-
vide better balance, it will also be suggested to the Serials Com-
mittee that we consider purchasing films to the backfiles of the
San Francisco Chronicle and the San Diego Union, which contain much
material relative to Arizona and the Far Southwest. These purchases
should be followed by acquisition of a major newspaper from Santa F
and El Paso, when the budget permits. Over the past year, there has
been an increasing demand for newspaper coverage from 1900 through
World War II, these decade5 being lacking in most of our newspaper
holdings since we did not commence regular microfilm subscriptions
until the early 1960's.

3



FUTURE PLANS

In the report for fiscal 1972/73, it was noted that the Microforms

Librarian and representatives of interested University departments

were attending planning sessions with the project directors of the

recently established Northwest Regional Center at Hemiiosillo who

have been charged with the survey and evalition of the civil and

church archives of Sonora under the auspices of the National Insti-

tute of Anthropology and History at Mexico City. In connection with

these developments, the Microforms Librarian had commenced drafting

a proposal to the National Endowment for the Humanities for support

in calendaring the backlog of Sonoran microfilms generated by the

University Library and the Arizona Historical Society during past

filming projects in Sonora. Over the past year, communication has

continued with the directors of the Northwest Regionni Center.

With regard to the proposed calendaring work, however, the ori-

ginal plan to appeal to MER for support has been postponed tenta-

tively in favor of utilizing this work as a training project to

be undertaken as a joint inter-tribal endeavor by Arizona Indian

students now enrolled at the University of Arizona, since much of

the documentation in the Sonorer' films relates to Arizona Indian

history0 At present, a proposal is being drafted for presentation

to the Arizona Council for the Humanities, Mr. Enory Sekaqur'ptewa,

Assistant Coordinator of Indian Programs being very interested in

encouraging our Indian students to undertace this work, either for

unit credit or with ljnited financial support, if the latter can

be obtained. The details of the proposal are now being worked out,

and it is hoped that much more will be said regarding this project

in the annw3l report for the coming fiscal year.

4
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SUN1{ARY

As aotd on the followIng pases the current year h.is been on cf excep-

tional activity. The Staff has performad its work well, with enthusiasm
and with a comr:ondable sense of service to th University eocrnunity.
Final figures for the fiscal year are not available at thic. tire, but a
computation to this date show that the circulation of materials has
exceeded any previous year.

In July, 1973, a new head was appointed to the School of Music. Effort
has been made throughout the year to be supportive of changes and future
plans ¡y iorkíng c1oe1y with tite Administration and faculty. Collec-

tion development has been in line with the projected plans for the school.
Activíty has bean geared to the crowing enrollment, to the increase in
the use of library services and to the many special activities such as
music workshops and vIsitIng lecturers.

Broader epects of the year's work which touched the national library
scene included the establishment of a center for flute music, the
nucleus of which was a gift. of over 700 compositions for flute by the
National Flute Association. Articles concerning the Music Collection
as a flute center appeared in State and National journals. Products
designed b the Music Collect4.on for circulation of sheet music are now
distributed by a national library supply house. The Swedish and el3ian
governments sent substantial sifts of national recordings and scores.
Liaison was made between a recording company and a Navajo student for
the production of recordings of Indian children's songs to he used in
music education.

I.ck of space in the preseut quarters and the need for additional staff
continua to be outstanding problems. Present indications arc that the
problem of staUung the library will be alleviated soinethwat in the
coming months. Two possible solutions for future quarters are discussed
herein.

The helpful response to all problems brought before the Library Adminis-
tration and its support and assistance throughout the past year are
deeply appreciated by the entfi-e stff.



MMOR STRENGTHS

Of major importance was the appointment of a new head of the School of
Music at the beginning of the school year. Every effort was made to
support the new administration and the Library and the School of Music
have worked in cloae rapport throughout the year. The head of the Music
Collectior. was invited to attend Music Faculty Meetings on a regular
basis. Purchasing was brought in line to meet new curriculum require-
ments; new services were devised to assist the music faculty; in-depth
tours were conducted, for incoming freshmen.

The Library received national recognition when it became a center for
flute music upon the establishment of the National Flute Association
Collection in the fall of the year. Articles concerning this collection
appeared in national and state magazines.

A special fund made available during May and June provided for much-
needed work upon a number of indexing projects which will add to the
usefulness and availability of reference sources.

Special use was made of cassette tapes which vere prepared by professors
for lesson assignments; concert and recital tapes recorded in the School
of Music are again available 2or student use after programs, a service
which was suspended for some years and recently reinstated.

Reserve book services have increased approximately twouthirds. This
reflects both the growing use of the Music Collection by students and
the response to the re-establishment of the policy permitting books from
the Main Library to be placed on reserve in the Music Collection.

A major library supply house has adopted music-carrying cases designed
by the Music Collection into their sales tine.

Activity with regional music concerned planning or purchasing of materials
for an Indian music workshop with Dr. Louis Ballard of the Office of
Indian Affairs in Washington. The recording of Navaho children's songs
by a talented Indian student on campus was promoted. Future planning for
musí for the Bicentennial is itt process and will feature colonial
Spanish and Indian music itt the Tucson area.

Approximately 3,000 gifts vere received, outstanding among which were a
collection of recordings from the Swedish Information Center in Stockholm;
a large gift of recordings by Belgian composers from the Belgian govern-
ment; 700 flute compositions from the National Flute Association. Over
200 recordings of Chinese music were added. These were acquired in Hong
Kong through the assistance of the Oriental Studies Collection. In
addition, sets of monuments and complete works vere purchased; these add
8cholarly dimension to the collection.

Staff Activities: Elsie Phillips, Secretary, Tucson Area Library Council.
Elsie Phillips, (article) "New Center for Flute Musict',

Summer, 1974, Woodwind World.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our most urgent needs center upon the lack of space and staff. The
Library Administration has been most u.pportive in attempting to find
solutions to these two problems. Reports submitted over past years
have discussed them in detail and it is therefore unnecessary to in-
clude an c:tonded discussion. of them here.

It may, however,, be appropriate to emphasize the fact that the crowding
in study, storage and staff work areas will shortly become untenable.
The loan desk area has used all available space to store a growing body
of materials that require a restricted area of storage; book stacks are
full and no floor space exists to erect additional shelving. Listening
facilities for students are far less in number than those for smaller
or comparable size institutions. At peak periods over 700 records may
be borrowed in one day for use in the 16 listening stationeo The office
area is substandard as concerns work space. Our staff share desks and
typewriters. Crowding causes confusion and lessens working efficiency.

Need for additional staff can be shown by the following: Although
circulation statistics for the current fiscal year are not available
at this writing, an analysis made earlier in the year which was based
on the last available annual circulation figures shows a striking com-
parison between staff and circulation in this nd other library agencies:

Nueic Collection has slightly less than 1/3 the circulation of the
Main Lib.ary (29°/o) whereas Main has seven times more career staff.

Music Collection has slightly less than 1/2 the circulation of
Scienco/ilumanities (43°/o) whereas Science/Humanities has six times
more career staff.

During the past year a report prepared jointly with Mr. Paul Barton out-
lined specific plans for the adaptation of a portion of the main floor
of the Main Library into a library for the FIne and Performing Arts
(music, art, architecture, drama, dance) at the time of the completion
of the new central library building. Decision as to the use of this
space is still pending. It would be most unfortunate if this space
vere to be allocated to another campus agency since the plan would pro-
vide a practical interim solution for the needs of the College of Fine
Arts and Architecture within the space of a few minutes' walk from the
northwest corner of the campus.

No plans for a separate fine and performing arts library building exist

at the present time, nor has the School of Music plans for expansion in
which this branch could be included. It therefore appears that if quar-
ters are not provided in the Main Library at the time the new building
is completed we should consider moving into the new library building.
Although this would be an unfortunate choice as to location, such a step
would provide the necessary room for expansion and coordination with
like materials. There the inter-related music and art materials would
at least be available in one area.

*Exclusive of Technical Services (except Loan) arid Administrative Office,

Maps, Oriental Studies.



F17URE PLANS

Foremost in our plans is to determino what future steps can be tkcn

to acquire appropriate quarters. Where and when we will move will in-
fluence many of the decisions and activities of the coming year.

Work is underway to continue to support the projects and teaching plans
of the new administration of the School of Music through closely co-
ordinated selection and purchasing particularly in the areas of ethno..
musicology and in aimpie performance music for instrumentai education

workshops. We vili continue to acquire scholarly reference works to
support doctoral programs.

lt is hoped that e multi-copy cassette machine can be purchased which
would copy tapes at high speed. This will help to alleviate problems
at crowded service areas by providing multiple copies of tapes to circu-

lete when listening assignments are given to large classes, It would
be the one possible solution to increasing our listening facilities
where lack of space precludes the addition of more equipment or listen-

ing stations.

Plana are made to have our present loan procedures analyzed nd evaluated
in order to plan improvements which could be brought about by a change

in charging equipment and/or methode. Mrs. Mona Froiitajn, who super-

vises our loan desk, has done an unusually fine job in the face of staff
shortages and restricted working quarters, but ve should plan to search
for methods to update and simplify loan procedures.

Walls in the public areas are badly in need of repainting. We are
applying for assistance to have the library painted. Colorful wails,
together with the work of local and student painters whom we pian to
exhibit throughout the coming year, should make the atmosphere more

pleasant. Fine Arts students are quickly sensitive to attractive sur-
roundings.



MTJSIC COLLECTION SThTISTIcAL REPORT
July 1, 1973 June 30, 1974

CIRCULATIOi STATISTICS

Building Use

Recorda 45,737
Tapes (included with

records)
Other 12,109

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Ho1dinjs

Scoreß 1,391 13 21,451
Sheet Music 1,515 0 15,205
Teaching Materials 55 27 15,796

Collection
Classroom Collection 92 3 1,235
Records 1,073 9 14,825
Tapes 78 0 236
Microcard 0 0 506
Pamphlets 1 13 763

Total Holdings 4,205 65 70,017

REFERENCE SERVICE 4,784

Home Use

Records 9,856
O t he r 17559

Total Circulation 85,261



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1973 -- June 30, 1974

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use

Records 45,737
Tapes (included with

records)
Other 12,109

Home Use

Records 9,856
Other 17,559

Total Circulation 85,261

STOCK STATISTICS

REFERENCE SERVICE 4,784

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores 1,391 13 21,451
Sheet Music 1,515 0 15,205
Teaching Materials 55 27 15,796

Collection
Classroom Collection 92 3 1,235
Records 1,073 9 14,825
Tapes 78 0 236
Microcard O O 506
Pamphlets 1 13 763

Total Holdings 4,205 65 70,017
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SUMMARY

The Oriental Studies Collection began the. fiscal year with some major

shifts in organization reflecting changes in Library policies: 1) All

branch collections' cataloging on technical procedures and. problems was

placed in direct supervision of the main Catalog Dept. Middle Eastern

languages catalogers were previously set up in the Catalog Department.

2) Mrs. Ncl4horter was made responsible for book selection and acquisition

of Japanese materials and for Public Services. 3) Regular staff meetings

were established and held during the year.

In January and February of this year Mrs. McWhorter was in Japan,

during which time she did Japanese Book buying, made new contacts for solving

special problems in the searching and acquisition of Japanese materials for

which Acquisitions Dept. granted $1,000. She began research on scholarly

publishing in Japan.

In April the Library received a $10,000 grant and graciously met the

meitching funds stipulation from the Japan World Exposition Commemorative

Association for OSC Japanese acquisitions.

This year about 200 Hindi books have been cataloged. PL-)480 Arabic

language materials continue to arrive at the rate of around 2,500 vols.

annually with 1,880 cataloged so far this year. Artef Ziko has been ¿at-

abging Arabic materials and John Pitcher, Persian.

Due to extra wages being available this spring, the Oriental Studies

Collection was able to complete several special projects:

Inventory of Chinese and Japanese collections.
General shift of Japanese collection, folios, uncataboged
materials and duplicates.
Rearrangement of shelving, display shelves, storage on 3rd floor,
Chinese and Japanese reference areas, and the periodicals and
lounge area.

) Replacing old guide cards for new tilt guides for the Chinese,
Japanese and Arabic public catalogs.

Mr. Liu attended the Annual Meetings of the Association for Asian Studies

in Boston in early April, l91 where he participated as a menber of the

Committee on East Asian Libraries(CEAL). Major issues and recommendations

were: b) Library of Congress was to be urged to improve processing of

catalog cards for Chinese books. At present, in Asian libraries nationwide,

Library of Congress supplies only 107. of Chinese catalog cards, but 75%

of cards are supplied for Japanese materials.
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2) Harvard-Yenching classification is going to be revised and supple-

mented. 3) Asian libraries in the Southwest area are cooperating on ex-

change of catalog cards and speeding of interlibrary loan.

In October, 1913 Mrs. McWhorter attended the Western Conference of the

Association for Asían Studies in Albuquerque N.M., where she participated

in a panel for Asian librarians of the Western states to discuss problems

and prospects for cooperative programs among the small to medium Asian

libraries of the Rocky Mt. area. The executive committee for the conference

voted that a permanent library committee be a part of the WCAAS organization.

Personnel changes during this year: Mr. Nay-chow Chan resigned after

six years working in the OSO. He is. editing and compiling a U.S. directory

of Chinese businesses. Jan Baade, who was responsible for the Middle East

public catalogs and circulation, graduated and left for graduate studies

at U.C.L.A. after working since May 1912 in OSC. ShizuJo Radbill has been

working part-time since July 1913.

In the spring of 1914 Mr. Liu and Mrs. McWhorter taught Chinese Bib-

liography and Japanese Bibliography respectively.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

Reference--This year the Oriental Studies Department has had 18 full-

time faculty, 6 teaching assistants, and 1,318 students enrolled in O.S.

courses. This includes 338 graduate students. The subsequent increase in

information, reference, and circulation demands has been met by having some-

one at the desk from 8-5 every day. We also have had an 0.5. library fac-

ulty available for reference at all times.

Acquisitions--While a basic principle of OSO has been to establish

a balance between retrospective and current materials, we also give great

attention to supplying study and research needs of faculty and students of

the university. For the first time since the Cultural Revolution in l966

mainland China has begun publishing again, and OSO is now getting all

periodicals and most books being exported by the People's Republic of China.

Besides many new publications from Taiwan and Hong Kong, the Chinese collec-

tionhas added valuable and noted reprints of rare books in the collection

of the Imperial Library, such s Ssu ku chuan shu ehen pen, series & 5.

The Japanese collection concentrated on filling in missing items from

sets and series, obtaining hard to get reference items, and acquiring the

basic historical materials(about 250 items) from Kanai-Nitta-Yamagiwa bib-

liographical references in their Topical history of Japan.

Shogakukan Publications, Tokyo, Japan, donated a set of their Ency-

clopedia Japonica to the University.

Innovations--The Japan Area Faculty Library Committee was established

and was very active during its first year, having regular meetings every

other month plus two special sessions. All Japan area faculty, teaching

assistants, and Japan area librarians attended the meetings. Long and short

range goals, ordering, book selection methods, and budget were discussed,

and the faculty was well pleased with the results in terms of filling indi-

vidual course needs, of library support for graduate programs, and of build-

ing a quality Japanese collection.

Mrs. McWhorter began, and now Mrs. Shizuko Radbill continues preparing

a list of books reviewed in scholarly Japanese journals in our collection.

This has been circulated every month to the Japan area faculty. With the

paucity of non-commercial annotated vernacular lists, the faculty finds this

a very useful aid to selection.

A new book display was initiated this year and set up in the OSO lobby.



When Mr. Liu was in Boston for the AnnualMeetings of the Assoc. for

Asian Studies, he arranged for the exchange of catalog cards with the follow-

ing West coast universities: Univ. of Calif. at Los Angeles, Univ. of Calif.

at Santa Barbara, San Diego State University, and Claremont College.

The Chinese cataloger, Gene Hsiao, set up a Chinese séries file and

sent cards to the Serials Dept., was responsible for the new guide card

project for the public catalogs, and did a complete revision of the Chinese

public catalog.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Personnel--Realistically, we are aware of present budgetary limitations,

nevertheless it is felt that it must be stated that the present number of

hours for clerical assistance is inadequate for the ideal work-staff balance

in the Oriental Studies Collection. Besides Oriental Studies, we also

spend time in directional information and maintenance of 5th floor for the

general public.

Chinese assistants for Mr. Liu and Mr. Hsiao are needed. More hours

for clerical work are needed in Japanese cataloging. With Yaeko Putzar

working only part-time(15.-2O hours per week) and Mrs. McWhorter finding that

her responsibilities in acquisitions, selection, processing, committee work

and public services taking up almost all of her time, we need more clerical

help in this area. Also much of the materials ordered this year will still

be coming in, and extra items from the Expo. grant will place a heavier

burden on the Japanese processing and cataloging.

As South Asia programs continue and expand new essential materials will

be added for faculty and students, so qualified persons to catalog or help

with cataloging of Hindi and Urdu materials are needed.

Space--If all uncataloged books were put on present shelves we would

be filled in the Japanese and Middle East sections. Even now some of these

materials are overflowing into the Chinese section. Anticipating the reg-

ular l9Î4 acquisitions, PL-48O Arabic materials coming in at around 1,900

vols, annually, and the orders from Mrs. McWhorter's trip, plus the expected

Expo. grant items, cause us to look to the future placement of these mater-

ials with a concern which is ameliorated by the anticipation also of a

whole floor for expansion when the new library is completed.



FUTURE PLANS

Space--When the new library is completed and Humanities moves from

its present area, the Oriental Studies Collection hopes to move to th

floor for the following reasons: As stated under major limitations we have

inadequate shelf, office, processing, and storage space for our very near

future. If we utilized the other half of 5th floor, which was originally

planned mainly for stacks and study areas, it would have to be modified to

suit our specific needs. Fourth floor, which already contains more office

space and is set up infinitely better for our variety of activities, would

need little or no changes. This proposed move would also give Science more

stack space on 5th floor.

Personnel--In the future we hope to have more clerical help for

Chinese and Japanese catalogers. With cataloging under Technical Services,

assistants of Oriental Studies catalogers should be provided by the Catalog

Department.

At present there is a 1,665 volume backlog of uncataloged Japanese

books. Although we are happy with a generous grant for extra books this

year, this will add to that number greatly. With our present Japanese

cataloger working part-time only it would seem unrealistic not to plan for

more hours for Japanese cataloging and in the future for a professional

Japanese cataloger.

Acquisitions--The Oriental Studies Department is now emphasizing inter-

disciplinary programs with History, Politics and Goverment, Anthropo1or,

Art, and Economics. The Oriental Studies Collection will keep close track

of the new trends and plan for materials and reference service in those

areas.

The Oriental Studies Collection will continue to explore possibilities

for grants or perhaps exchange of personnel with Asian countries, especial-

ly those countries like Japan which are eager to put money into such

projects.
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APPENDIX

STATISTICAL PRESENTATION

(19ï3-19ï)

HOLDINGS AND NEW ACQUISITIONS

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO THE CATALOG

1,280 1,010 321 2 17 0 2 2,706

REFERENCE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

An average of 1 reference questions were answered each day.

Old Holdings New Acquisitions Current Holdings

Titles Volumes Titles Volumes Titles Volumes

Chinese 30,213 47,908 l,196 2,082 31,109 )49,990
Japanese 16,535 25,652 581 1,252 11,122 26,90
ArabiC 9,500 12,500 400 500 9,900 13,000
Hindi 1,836 2,000 0 0 1,836 2,000
Urdu 1,000 1,122 0 0 1,000 1,122
Persian t89 923 0 0 ¿89 923
Bengali O 0 1 1 1 1

Sanskrit 3 30 0 0 3 30
Others 232 2,322 100 371 332 2,693

Total 59,808 92,)457 2,584 1.,206 62,392 96,663

CATALOGING

Titles Volumes
Chinese 1,296 l,64O
Japanes e 399 732
Arabic l,991 2,)496
Hindi 15 11
Urdu 152 18
Persian 56 13
Bengali 1 1

Sanskrit 2 23

Total 3,975 5,229

Chinese Japanese Arabic Hindi Urdu Persian Bengali Sanskrit Total

6»8o 1,995 9,970 375 'r6o 280 5 10 19,815

CIRCULATION

Chinese Japanese Arabic Hindi Urdu Persian Bengali Sanskrit Total



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL PRESENTATION

(1973-i97)

HOLDINGS AND NEW ACQUISITIONS

Titles Volumes
Chinese 1,296 i,61O
Japanese 399 732
Arabic l,991 2,496
Hindi 75 77
Urdu 152 187
Persian 56 73
Bengali 1 1

Sanskrit 2 23

Oid Holdings New Acquisitions Current Holdings

Titles Volumes Titles Volumes Titles Volumes

chinese 30,213 47,908 1,)496 2,082 31,709 49,990
Japanese 16,535 25,652 587 1,252 17,122 26,90
Arabic 9,500 12,500 1O0 500 9,900 13,000
Hindi 1,836 2,000 0 0 1,836 2,000
Urdu 1,000 1,122 0 0 1,000 1,122
persian 89 923 0 0 89 923
Bengali O O i i i i

Sanskrit 3 30 0 0 3 30
Others 232 2,322 100 371 332 2,693

Total 59,808 92,457 2,584 )-.,2O6 62,392 96,663

CATALOGING

Total 3,975 5,229

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO THE CATALOG

Chinese Japanese Arabic Hindi Urdu Persian Bengali Sanskrit Total
6,18o 1,995 9,970 375 760 280 5 10 19,875

CIRCULATION

Chinese Japanese Arabic Hindi Urdu Persian Bengali Sanskrit Total
1,280 1,010 321 2 7)4 17 0 2 2,706

REFERENCE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

An average of )4 reference questions were answered each day.
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I SUMMARY

To a considerable extent, the Science Library followed closely the

pattern it set last year. That is, no major changes were made but we

did introduce a number of improvements which have proven useful. In

addition to carrying out our regular tasks and routine planning, we

began to grapple with the problems connected with Science's expansion

into the area Humanities will vacate.

The innovations alluded to above have helped us do our work more effi-

ciently and broaden our services. The more noteworthy of them are: our

accessions lists are now mostly computer-produced, reducing the number

of pages to be typed from 2 to ; a shelf list was created for the

I1icroforms Room; our Serials File records were streamlined to permit new

volumes to be added more quickly; slips for periodicals on order now

appear in the Seri1 s File; we began interfiling by title the Medical

Library's catalog cards with our own; with the help of various teaching

faculty, we selected from those titles we had once transferred to the

Medical Library the ones most likely to be needed here and we will soon

request their return; the "R & D" file was dismantled and many of its re-

ports were added to our documents and cataloged collections; and our cur-

rent periodic1 s display area was rearranged so our users could find

journals more easily.

Our primary concerns, of course, are to help patrons, to process the ma-

terials we receive, and to improve our collection. In these areas we

were not idle either. We are answering reference questions at a record

or near record rate; the books, journals and documents sent to us are be-

ing processed smoothly; and the business of replacing missing titles,

searching for new books to order, and ferreting out "soft" spots in our

collection proceeds apace. By 1 July, we will have answered about l,OOO

reference questions and added over 9,000 bound volumes to our holdings,

our Documents staff will have checked in something like t0,OOO items and

our Catalog staff processed huñdreds of now journals, technical reports

and microforms, besides filing something like 3,OOO catalog cards. Our

total holdings, at this moment, are 1ready well past the 6O,OOO mark.



II WJOP. STPENGTIIS

As we noted in last year's Report, the Science Library's holdings are

substantial in virtimily every field the University itself is interest-

ed in. Of com'se there is much wo lack, even in our strongest fields.

Thus a fair amount of our efforts have been expended on searching out

lacunae and on seeking materials which will fill these gaps. We were

aided as usual by the teaching faculty and by other librarians; and

some of the following accessions, in fact)cazne to Science without any

effort on ow' part.

Our holdings in the History of Science were notably augmented by the

addition of the NIOES DES ACAD12IIE DES SCIENCES and by various other

acquisitions as well. Because Photography is a sub-branch of Optical

Sciences, we have sought to improve our holdings here too; our pur-

chases and the reclassification of the Dewey photography books have

given us now a unified and. representative collection, al-

ready l'inc collection of weather materials was enhanced by the acquisi-

tion of S6 reels from the National Archives of the CLfl'ATIC RECORDS,

1819 - 1892; these will prove useful to Dendrochronology as well as to

Moteorolo. Through gifts, reclassification and purchase, our Rail-

road materials were moro than doubled. No area was unimproved, though

some like Oceanography, Ecology and the vironmont, fared relatively
better than others.

The Science reference staff is even stronger this year. The loss of an

agricultural specialist was more than offset when we obtained in his
piace a librarian 'who is w-11 grounded in the physical and computer sci-
ences. And, while we twice lost a competent Library Assistant, the cur-

rent Assistant i already doing well. In addition, we now have two
Clerks who can help with the Inter'library Loan work if need be and one
of them can also fill in at the Reference Desk. This ability to "pinch

hit" gives us greater flexibility. Lastly, staff members have taken
courses, attended seminars and sat in on lectures, all of which has help

ed them become more useful to the Library.



III MMOR LITATIONS

Sclence's limitations aro, by and large, little different from what they

were a year ago. Our collection does not yet equal in depth or breadth

that of a major research library. To achieve this goal, we need to add
more books and journals; to purchase a second or third copy of some of

our more heavily used materials; to fill in gaps in our periodical back-

files, and to extend our serials filos, preferably back to voiwie 1, where

our sets begin with later numbers. We also need to have more journals

bound and. large numbers of our monographs rebound.

A shortage of staff limits us in various ways, most visibly at the Ref er-

ence Desk where, during our busier hours, our patrons are often forced

to wait several minutes before we are free to help them. To alleviate

this we have been providing, when possible, a second person at the Desk,

but wo shan't be able to continue double-staffing when the Information

Desk is in operation. Less obvious, but equally important, are the be-

hind-the-scene tasks and projects which may be neglected. While the Cat-

alog and Documents offices and the rest of reference toan can cope with

their regular duties and the routine problems that arise, some other mat-

ters, albeit less urgent, are simply left waiting.

The burgeoning field of microfornia presents us with another problem. Our

users can not obtain photocopies of ficho or film quickly and inexpensively.

Stedents, and faculty too, oftentimes give up when they learn bow time-con-

suming it may be and bow costly it is to produce bard copy. The Library

receives so much material in mi.croformat that what is now a modest demand

for handy and cheap copy is bound to become a heavy one. It would be bot-

ter if we could act now rather than react later.



IV FUTURE PLANS

Our planning fails into two broad categories, imediate and long range.

An example of the former is the Information Desk which the Science Build-

ing staffs began in mid-June. We at Science had felt for some time that

such a service was highly desirable. Consequently, when enough volunteers

signed up, Science Reference and Loan staff members worked out the de-

tails, including a rearrangement of the Science Card Catalog. Although

this is an "experiment", we believe it will succeed. We also investi-

gated the possibility of installing in the near future a locked cage

for our more valuable books. This was finally voted down, chiefly be-

cause we felt it would be better to wait and incorporate it into our

overall ekpansion arrangements. In addition, we worked out a list of

journals and reference materials to be returned to us by the Medical

Library. The final list reflects both our needs and our awareness of

the burdensome costs of subscriptions and backfiles.

The staff's longe-range efforts were devoted to planning how we could

best make use of the space we will inherit on the Fourth Floor when Human-

ities leaves and how our present arrangement of materials should be al-

tered. At this time, we expect to fit our current unbound periodicals

into the South Wing of the Main Floor, move Documents to the Fourth Floor,

and install an "Ecology and the Environment" reading section on the

Third Floor, in the space now occupied by our Current Periodicals

Reading Area.



APPR0XlWATE. HOLDI NOS

Books and Bound Periodicals

As of I July 1973
As of 1 July 19714

Other Materials Microforms

As of I July 1973 278,599
As cf I July 19714 315,1400

REFERENCE QUESTIONS

Information Desk (bgan 10 June '714)

INTERLIBRAPY LOAN TRANSACTIONS

Peiuests Received from Other Libraries
Materials Requested by Science Lftrary

MICROFORMS USE

I 572/73

I 973/714

P & D Reports

EHm Cards
AEC

520 510

176 57!

720
I rVZ('I ,

I. Microcards
Microfiche Documents
Other Microfiche . .

¡ cro f i r

2 Excludes documents on microform

3. Agricultural Pamphlet File
Pamphlet Col lecHan , . . . .

Scientific American Offprints . .

Paperback Collection

ADDE NDA

Tit les

78,200
@2,700

o

Vo I urnes

1914,000
2OL, 000

Documents2 Misc.3

1314,391 5,168
1142,765 14,790

F i che

NA SA

90

55

9! , 000
2 i14, loo

8, 862
1,14814

3,625
1425

750
Not really available to the public,
so ¡t ¡s no longer being counted
This c.ollecflon no longer exists

1,212

14145

1 658

Others

I 10

225

667,000

Tota I

14! @1000

1462,955

1973/714.

114,0141
6514

6 1

335
986

Total

1,900

2,066
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1. SUtItIARY.

Besides keeping abreast with the routine responsibilities of the Serials
Department to acquire, catalog and process new serial and periodical titles,
and to maintain all the necessary records; the Serials Department staff has
been actively engaged this year In planning and working toward a Central
Serials Record and in completing a number of public service oriented pro-
jects.

The first step was taken toward a Central Serials Record by establishing
a separate Serials Shelf List which isolates all serials held by the Lib-
rary. This shelf list will be an indispensable tool for centralizino
records and will, also, be a time saver for the staff in many routine pro-
cedures. The whole staff has diligently ,orked on the project, although
the process is laborious and requires attention to detail in order to
quickly recognize serial and periodical titles.

Several public service projects were undertaken and completed by the
staff.

Although the Serials Department is routinely responsible for reclassi-
fication and recataloging of serials and periodicals on an continual
basis, a spec-al team was formed to complete the reclassification and
recataloging of all the Dewey's (excepting the 016.0's) found on the
Visible Index in Central Reference.

This year saw the full cataloging Of all JJ S. Government Documents found
on the Visible Index and cards now can be found for these publications in
the Public Catalog. The cataloging was done from information provided
by the Documents librarian. This is an invaluable aid to users who may
not be aware that the Documents Department has these titles.

Processing of Corporation annual reports are an ongoing project. Until
this year only hard-copy was Involved; however, the Library now subscribes
to a microfiche service which necessitated the reorganization of the pro-
cedures involved in the record keeping and the conversion of records to
reflect the purchase of the microfiche. This was done this year.

In the acquisitions of serials and periodicals, an effort has been made
to identify areas that need special concentration and to develop these
areas, so that the collection can meet the needs of the users. In this,
the Serials Department has been ably assisted by the members of the
Serials Committee. The department works closely with the Committee to
establish general policies for the acquisition of current and backfile
material.

Serials Receiving Section completed the job of cleaning out the Revo
Files - claiming Items, removing dead items, and in general making this
file more current and workable. 1any problems were brought to light and
cleared up. Also, new policies and procedures were successfully intro-
duced to speed up the claiming functions and to alleviate some of the
bottle-neck problems.



1. SUIfl/\RY, CONT.

Another achievement within the department was the compilation of a pro-

cedural manual. This manual describes all the functions ,hich the staff

rerforns. Such a manual will he useful in the future to the staff and

for analysis of the departments functions.

2



2. RJOR STRE!SGTHS:

The ¡iajor strength of the Department this year, as every year, has been

in the staff. The staff is highly motivated to provide service to other
departments in the Library and the LiLrary user. Many of the new proced-

ures and policies are the result of the efforts of the Individuals who
in the course of their work have identified and solved the problems relat-

ed to their job.

The completion of the special projects mentioned in the Summary could not

have been done without the staff1s ability to work as a team, coordinat-

ing and organizing the work successfully. This was done despite being

short i person for approximately 3 months.

The Serials Shelf List, especially, is the result of the whole staff's

effort to solve a problem. It has been a group effort from its incep-
tion to devising the mechanics for doing the job and finally doinc it.

3



4

3. MAlOR LIMITATIONS.

The lack of a Central Serials Record is a major problem for both the Serials

Department and the Library as a whole. We have begun trying to eliminate

the worst aspects by planning to combine Revo (check-in) file and the Key-

sort (panent) file into one. A plan has been formulated to accomplish

this. A completely centralized file, however, will recuire time, money,

personnel, and planning to fully realize.

Another major limitation of the Department is its inability to produce a

book catalog of the Library's Serial holdings. Such a tool would greatly

aid the library user and the librarian. Itis hoped that from the shelf

list, a book catalog can be manually produced given time and funds.



4. FUTURE PLANS.

It is the goal of the Serials Department to contine to develop a general

plan for centralizing its records. This is the singlo most important goal

to be realized.

The staff and I will endeavor to proceed along this path.

Respectfully subnitted

Helen Maul
Chief Serials Librarian

5



Cards added
Printed cards 24,945

Original catal- 37,740
oging

62 235

New periodical titles 964

Other new serial titles 731

Reclassified
Periodicals 341 11,706

Serials 1,757

Total 434 13,463

*Of these 1,998 were bound volumes

SERIALS 'DEPARTMENT

Annual statistics 1973/74

Titles Volumes

New titles cataloged 5,916 *3,656

Printed cards 2,489

Original cataloging 4,126

Additions
Continuations (Bound) 3,866 3,876

Continuations (Unbound) 4,201 10,623

Added copies (Bound) 82 173

Added copies (Unbound) 31 73

Microfilm reels added 213 4,391

Units of other microfilm added 89 3,196

Bound volumes of periodicals added 3,983 5,855

Discs O O

Tôtal 13,671 28,568



SERIALS DEPARTMENT

1973/74 LC Statistics

(Shows proportion of titles falling in each class)

A 106

B 32

C il

D 182

E 30

F 85

G 112

H 393

J 37

L 109

M 87

N 114

P 129

Q 267

R 39

S 55

T 171

U 3

V 2

Z 124

TOTAL 2113



SERIALS DEPARTMENT

Revofile statistics 1973/74

Periodical s added:
June 30, 1973 8,860

1973/74 709

June 30, 1974 9,569

Serials added:
June 30, 1973 7,853

1973/74 498

June 30, 1974 8,351

Total: Periodicals & Serials 17,920

Dead titles removed from Revos 418

TOTAL for 1973/74 17,502

Periodicals ordered 787

Serial gift publications added 131

Periodical gift publications added 149

Paid periodical subscriptions added 560

Paid serial subscriptions added 367

Replacement issues ordered 1,826
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I. SUM'1ARY

Ground was broken for the new building on July 27, 1973. It is

impossible to overemphasize the improvements which will evolve from

this expansion of service to the University community.

It was a pleasure this year to welcome the new Associate University

Librarian, Mr. J. Pohert Adams.

The Social Science fpartment is pleased to report a dramatic increase

in use statistics. The number of rerorence inquiries handled was
as comoared with 7,9B for the previous year. The staff is

Ticed that the accelerated program of formal library instruction

is responsible er the increase. (For statistics see APPENDIX I).

Reference to the ERIC microfiche collection shows remarkable im-

provement, from 3,33 to 5,L8l for fisc1 l973/7L. A systematic

explanation of this resource to education classes accounts for the

greater activity.

The staff gave formal lctures to 2,llL students during the year, and

1,33 last year. We welcome the addition of a new overall position of

Orientation Librarian who can coordinate this activity for the entire

system, and plan for more instruction on the lower division level.

(See APPENDIX II).

Accreditation of the Graduate Library School was a high point of the

year. Faculty and students can now proceed with the confidence which

only this form of recognition can bring.

An information desk was established by cooperative effort in the lobby

of the main library, and proved to be a timesaver for the patron.

Miss Virginia Rice was awarded a sabbatical leave in order to carry

out an oral history project.

Mrs. Edith Ferrell will work with Dr. Paul Leung on a federally funded

dru education center.

Nr. Alan Stein was responsible for the addition of a significant micro-

fiche collection, the 10-K and annual report series. He worked closely

with the faculty of the College of 0usiness in order to bring this about.

Mrs. Higley continued to concentrate on service to the faculty and

university administration, and teaching duties. She began a foundations

course for career staff in conjunction with the continuing formal

course, 289.

Miss Dawn Wilson maintains her high quality performance in many ways;

assisting students, maintaining records and the pericdical section.



II. MAJOR STRENOTHS

Effective reference service is dependent upon qualified personnel and
a sound, current collection of informational sources. The Social Science
Department is proud to have both.

Miss Rice combines a depth of knowledge in the field of history with
a sincere desire to share with others. Her current indexing of Arizona
materials results in a constant updating of information. Long experience
in the 1nartment equips her to work easily in all social science
disciplines.

Mrs. Ferrell earned tenure this year. She has a superb foundation in
the systems approach, which prepares her admirably for work with such
tools as ERIC. She is concentrating on international documents, an
arca which needs attention in our service. Special education is another
deep interest, as well as drug education.

Mr. Stein has brought to the Library a specialized approach to business
reference service. He is equally concerned with the needs of the
research specialist and the unsophisticated freshman. He is on the
alert for new sources, and has built the business collection into one
of strength.

Miss Wilson is a most dependable staff member. Her judgment is
excellent, and her manner with students is enviable. She is completing
her fifth year in the .[partment.

Building the collection is of concern to all. In addition to keeping
up with specialities, each person feels a responsibility for the broad
spectrum of disciplines included in our definition of social science.
With the inauguration of the automatic buying plan, much of the tedium
of ordering has been eliminated, but there are still major acquisitions
to consider, and the output of smaller publishers. The cooperation
of the staff in this activity results in effective use of the depart-
mental acquisitions budget. (See APPENDIX III).



III. MAJOR LTMTTATTONS

The most critical need of the partment is for more clerical assistance.
At nresent, each professional staff member must spend a certain amount
of time in pure clerical work. This is an uneconomical use of manpower,
and limits the amount of professional work which can be accomplished.
1ore time could be spent in collection development if routine checking
of the catalog could be provided.

The separation of the staff from the card catalog is a major disadvantage.
Patrons continue to find their way to our Department without call

numbers. Use of the subject catalog often calls for knowledge which only

a specialist can provide.

There has been, and still is, an urgent need for mass orientation
on the lower division level, campus-wide. Je are nicasod that the

position of orientation librarian has been approved, which will alleviate

the problem.

We strongly recommend that the Library join the Center for Research

Libraries, This is especially important in the social science area,
since the collection is weak in foreign government documents. We

have many requests for this material from the history and government

faculties.

A shortcoming which cannot be corrected until the new building is

cemoleted is the Jack of display area for bibliographies and abstracting

services. These sources would he more heavily used if they were

vistble to the patron.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

The rpartment is proud of its accomplishments in formai instruction
this year. Out plan is to extend this program to the additional
areas of sociology, government and anthropology.

Closer cooperation with the other universities in the state, and the
Tucson Public Library, is indicated, particularly in acquisitions.



Reference Books Added

New Titles 282

Number of Volumes 1439

APPENDIX I

STATISTICS*

* Estimate included for the month of June, 19713

1972/73 1973/Th

Reference Inquiries Answered 7,9138 12,333

Use of ERIC Microfiche 3,33 ,979

Use of 10 K Reports 1,0131

Use of Annual Reports 11)4

Use of HEAR Microfiche 70 1389

ERIC Microfiche Received 16,087 381

10 K Reports Received 3,006

Annual Reports Received

HRAF Microfiche Received 13,830



APPENDIX II

FORMAL CLASS PRESENTATIONS

C our se Professor Librarian Number

Baker Higley 25Anthropology 226
Bilingual Practicum Saldate Higley 10

Business Education 20L Antrim Stein 18

Civil Engineering Newlin Ferrell 28

Educational Research 303 Anderson Rice 35
Anderson Hig1y 35
Brown Rice 25
Brown Ferrell 35
Claridge Ferrell 32
Claridge Rice 35
Claridge Stein 30
Elliott Ferrell

Grant Ferrell 35
Gyves Higley 21
Knoblauch Stein 35
Lyon Stein L0

Prentice Ferrell

Sabers Higley 35
Vornberg Rice 32
Zimmerman Ferrell 35

English 2 Lucia Ferrell 35
Lucia Ferrell L.0

Finance 1LL2 Abrahamson Stein 10

Finance 2L1 Emery Stein L5

Emery Stein

Hawkins Higley 20
Hawkins Stein 28

Hawkins Stein 25

Finance 2LI Dietrich Stein 20

Finance 357 Emery Stein 15

Geography 157 Worden Higley 15

Historiography 291 Corson Rice 15
Gaines Rice

Gaines Rice 13

Historiography 292 Guy Rice iS
Guy Rice 15

Home Economics 209 Anderson Ferrell 15

Home Economics 210 Manning Ferrell 25

Library Science 387 Dickinson Stein 20

Library Science 399s Holloman Ferrell 10

Holiornan Higley 10

Library Science 260 Power Ferrell 2S

Power Ferrell 25
Power Rice L0

Power Rice 21



Public Administration 229

Secondary Education 131

Sociology 390
Special Education 203A

Special Education 213
Speech 2A

Speech 2

Urban Planning Law 280

Putt Stein 39
Putt Stein 39
Putt Stein 39
Putt Stein 39

Prawn Ferrell LO

Brown Ferrell LO

Brown Higley 30

Brown Higley LO

Brown Higley LO

Smith Ferrell 38
Smith Ferrell 37
Powers Higley 8

Champion Ferrell LO

Champion Ferrell LO

Champion Ferrell 3

Champion Ferrell 3

eredith Ferrell LO

Champion Ferrell 32
Koss Stein 32
Koss Ferrell 30

Hass Farrell 30
Sankey Ferrell 3
Sankey Stein 2

Sankey Stein 2h
hite Stein 2$

Martin Stein LO

Martin Stein LO

72 classes Tot1 2,1lb



Commerce Clearing House.
Consumer Product Safety Guide. 1973-

Prentice -Hall.
Public Personiel Administration. 1973-

N J.

Social Sciences Citation Index. 1973
for deientific Information.

APPENDIX III

NOTABLE ACOUTSITIONS

Parros, James, comp.
The Tnternational Law of pollution. New York, Free Press, 19Th.

Blaustein, Albert P., comp.
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.,

Oceana, 1971- 11 y.

California. University. Institute of Governnental Studies. Library.

Subject Catalog ... Boston, G. K. Hall, 1970. 26 y.

Chicago.

Englewood Cliffs,

Philadelphia, Institute

Standard and Poor' s Corporation.
Daily Stock Price Record. 1973- New York.

U.S.-China Business Review. 19Th- Washington, D.C., Nation1

ounci1 br Tj.n.-(flina Trade.

Urban Affairs Abstracts. 1973- Washington, D.C. National

League of Cities and United States Conference of ayors.

Washburn, Wilcomb E.
American Indian and the United States, a Documentary History.

New York, Random, 1973. ve

Dictionary of the History of Ideas. New York, Scribners, 1973. d e

Directory of Consumer Protection and Environmental Agencies.

Orange, N.J., Academic Nedia, 1973.

Directory of Registered Federal and State Lobbyists. Orange, N.J.,

Academic Nedia, 1973.

Energy Users Report. 19Th- Washington, D.C., Bureau of

National Affairs.

Public Affairs Information Service.
Bulletin: Cumulative Author Index, l96-l969. Ann Arbor,

Pierian Press, 1973.
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SUMMARY

Growth of Special Collections continued at a steady pace (see

statistics in Appendix I) but the overall total growth was somewhat

less than in former years because of the number of withdrawals of

books sent to the general stacks - books that no longer fit the

new collection policy for Southwestern materials. Withdrawals will

continue for the next few months. Total holdings now amount to

35,9140 pieces, 901 linear feet of manuscript material, and an
uncounted number of photographs, broadsides, press ephemera and

uncataloged pamphlets.

Emphasis has been placed this year on strengthening the collection

of materials relating to the Southwest. Miss Ball completed
arrangement of the large collection of papers of former Tucson
attorney Selim Franklin and the splendid collection of photographs

from the Harvey restaurant chain. A beginning has been made on the

collection of the papers of former Secretary of the Interior,

Stewart Udall.

A plan was worked out with the Catalog Department whereby oral

tapes are given brief cataloging in Special Collections, and the

tapes made by Mr. E. Schaaf who died suddenly in November have

been added to the collections.

Use of the collections declined somewhat. However, 1913/114 figures

reflect only li months use as we now plan to keep statistics from

June through May to allow the annual report to be submitted early

in June.

For the first time a count of reference questions asked was kept.

The 1488 questions recorded, however, is probably no indication of

the number of times the staff has assisted patrons with the use of

the catalog, suggested additional sources of information, or con-

suited with research workers about their problems and the progress

of their work.

Visitors and research workers included Evelyn Kirmse who is pre-

paring a revised history of the university, Dan Thrapp, noted

expert on the Apache wars, William Eshelman of the Wilson Library

Bulletin, David Myrick who is preparing a book on Arizona railroads,

Richard Lingenfelter of UCLA, and Robert Young of the University of

New Mexico.

A list of some notable additions to the collections is given in

Appendix IV.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of Special Collections continues to be in the
area of Arizona materials, the oldest collecting area, one in which
we attempt completeness of printed materials so far as possible.
During the year there has been a shift of emphasis from the West,
broadly defined to encompass a geographical area from the Mississ-
ippi west to and including many Pacific islands, to the Southwest
defined a Texas west of the 100th meridian, New Mexico, Arizona,
of course, and the Colorado desert section of southern California,
Sonora, and Chichuahua. We feel that this limitation will enable
us in the next few years to build a collection in greater depth than
was formerly possible, and we have been buying heavily with this in
mind as well as transferring scarce materials on the Southwest from
the general stack. Western books outside of the newly defined South-
west are being rapidly transferred to the general collection. In

this area also we have begun to collect in the formerly rather neglected
field of belles lettres.

To established uthor collections we have continued to add as oppor-
tunity permitted - D. H. Lawrence, W. H. Auden, Bret Harte, Byron,
for example. We have also purchased a group of first editions of
Gore Vidal, and have begun collections of two Arizona, or Arizona
connected riters, Brian Garfield and Edward Abbey. Examples of the

productions of fine presses, especially those of the Southwest, have
also been added. The science fiction collection has also been aug-

mented by current purchase

President Schaefer has continued to add to the collection of out-
standing works in the history of science. A list of notable addi-

tions in this field is appended. We have also purchased a number
of titles in science from budgeted funds with the assistance of Miss
Flick in the Acquisitions Department.

The manuscript collections have been augmented by gift and purchase.
A group of papers of Edward Abbey, author and conservationist, has
been received. Correspondence concerning the Desert Laboratory,
formerly on Tumamoc Hill, was the donation of the Carnegie Institution.
Additions to the papers of Lewis W. Douglas have begun to arrive. The

important collection of papers of Selim Franklin, Tucson attorney,
have been processed and are ready for use. Processing of the papers

of former Congressman and Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall is

underway. It is hoped that this collection will be completed by the
time of the opening of the new library building.

Depositions of materials from various offices continue to add to the

university archives.



LIMITATIONS

A very considerable backlog of imcatalogued books has accumulated
over the past six or seven years. Since the assignment of a cataloger
to Special Collections this backlog is being vigorously attacked
and is dwindilng notably. A number of titles not appropriate to
Special Collections have been weeded form the general stacks.

Only limited headway has been made on the backlog of Campbell dup-
licates and on the Campbell pamphlets. However, these are being
sorted currently for titles tobe retained in Special Collections;
other titles will go the general collection.

There exists a backlog of unprocessed manuscripts, some of fair size,
notably the accumulating papers of Morris Udall and the Earle Forest

Collection. Some materials from University offices also remain

untouched. It is likely that most of these will have to remain in
storage for the immediate future pending the processing, now under
way, of the papers of the former Secretary of the Interior Stewart
Udall.

with only one staff member to process manuscripts the work is slow
in spite of the unusual work capacity of the particular staff member.
There is an urgent need for an additional clerk to be assigned to
the manuscripts librarian to do much of the routine sorting, arrang-
ing and filing. At some time in the not too distant future the
department should also have a part time "field historian" free to
travel and being to the library by gift or purchase collections of
manuscripts, records, and other materials to augment our strengths.



FUTURE PLANS

Plans for the immediate future call for the completion of weeding

of the western materials. This may take up to another year,
depending on how rapidly the catalog department can handle the

flow. We hope too to eliminate any considerable backlog of uncat-

alogued books. Accelerated processing of manuscript collections,
however, will probably have to wait on the appointment of an add-

itional clerk.



Arizona Collection
Books 283
Serial volumes 132
Theses and dissertations 383

LC Classed Collection
Books (new acquisitions) 2377
Reclassed from stacks
Serial volumes 53

Science Fiction 217

Withdrawals 1213

Total holdings (volumes)
Arizona Collection
BC Classed Collection

Manuscripts
47 "Collections" for 907 linear feet.

18,878
20,062

APPENDIX I

Collection Growbh Statistics
Vols. Added



APPENDIX II

Patron/Collection Use Statistics

*1972/73 figures for both manuscript collections may have

been added to the total collection figures for the Arizona

and Lib. of Congress collections.

By Month
July 706 425

August 663 63

September ï66 l8
October 659
November I78 723
December 501 415

January 551 i6
February 58 712

March 912 66

April 923 93

May 52 64

June 369
Total 7870 688

By type of Patron
Undergraduate i886 i688
Graduate 2006 l2
Faculty/Staff 967 929
Special Borrower 1028 1100

5887 5155Total

By Collections

Arizona

JyJe
1912/13

756

Jy-My

l973/7

082

Lib. of Congress 1595 1602
Science Fiction 298 115
Holme 29 11

Vertical File 21 25

Phôto File 397 105

Az Mss.
5Q7* 73

Ms Mss. l2* 81

Misc. 125 77

Total 7870 68



APPENDIX III

Reference Statistics

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

52
248

51
59
38
25
57,

61
63

324

Total 2488 i



APPENDIX IV
Notable Acquisitions 1913-1h

Apoflonius Pergaeus.
.Cnicorum libri qualtuor. Un cum Pappi Alexandrini lemmatibus,

et commentariiS Eutocii Ascalonitae.
Bologna, ex officina A. Benatii, 1566

Beda Venerabilis, 613-135
The history of the Church of England... Translated out of Latin

in to English by Thomas Stapelton.
Antwerp, J. Last, 1565

Dodoens, Rembert, 1511-1585
Purgantiurn aliarumclue co facientiuiîi, tuin et radicum convo1vulorurn

ac deletariarum herbarum historiae libri 1111.

Antwerp, ex officina Christopher Plantin. l51

Fananius, Joannes Chrysippus, 16th cent.
De arte metallicae metamorpioseOS liber singularis, quo omnia,

quae ad philosophici lapidis opus pertinant, apertissim describuntur,

ad PhiloponulTi.

Paris, G. Guillard, 1560

Hieronymi Fracastori Verononsis.
Opera omnia
Venice, Apusd luntas, 1555

Strabo.
Strabonis GeographicoruTl lib. XVII...

Basle, Joannes Vualder, 1539

Bonvicino, Valeriano, d. i661
Mathematiche discipline per uso della illustrissima Academia

Dela de Padoua; dore in sei trattati brevemente si ristringono artmetica,

geomotria, trigonometia pratiche...
Padua, per gli eredi di Paolo Frambotto, i666

Brome, Sir Thomas, 1605 - 1682
Pseudodoxia epidemica; or, Enquiries into very many received tenents

and commonly presumed truths.
London, T.H. for E. Dod, l6L6

Daniel, Samuel, 1562-1619
The collection of the History of England
London, Simon Waterson, 1626.

Barrington, Daines, 1121-1800
Miscellanies...
London, Printed by J. Nichols, sold by B. ite Eetc, 1181

Ercker, Lazarua, d. 1593
Aula subterranea, domina dominantum, subdita subditorum.

Franckfurt ao Main, J.D. Zunner, 1103



Gray, Thomas, iïi6-iiïi
Odes...
Strawberry Hill, R & J. Dodsley, 1157

Riccoboni, Luigi
An historical and critical account of the theatres in Europe.
London, , l74l

Saussure, Horace Bndict de l7O-l799
Essais sur l'hygrometrie...
Neuchatel, Chez S. Fauche pre et fils, 1783

Wollaston, William, l66O-172
The religion of nature delineated...
London, printed by S. Palmer, and sold by B. Lintott [etc, 1125

Burges, George, l786-186
Cato to Lord Byron on the Immorality of his writings.
London, Wetton, 182.

Edgeworth, Maria, i6-i87
Castle Rackrent, an :dibernian tale.
London, Johnson, 1800

Fragoso d0 Seueira, Joaquin Pedro
Description abrege de tous les travaux.. .des fonderies.
Dresden 1800

Schelienberg, Johann Rudolf, 17140_1806
Genres des mouches dipteres...
Zurich, Orell, Fuesli et compagnie, 1803

Auden, Wystan Hugh, 1907-1913
Spain.
London, Faber and Faber, 1937

Bradbury, Ray, 1920-
Dandelion wine.
London, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1931

The'dead man (In Weird Tales, July, 19145)

The Handler. (In CoDy, vl, no. 1. spring, 1969)

Lazarus Come forth (In Planet Stories, Winter, 191414)

Pendu1. (In Suner Science Stories. Nov. 19141)

October Country.
New York, Ballentine, 1955



The silver locusts
London, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1951

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. l7I2-183
The Rhyme of the ancient mariner.
London, Coruinus Press, l9>.

Harte, Bret. 1839-1902
Mrs. Skaggs's husband.
Boston, J.R. Osgood, 1813

By shore and sedge
Boston, Houghto, Mifflin, 1885

Lawrence, David Herbert. 1885-1900
Reflection on the death of a porcupine and other essays.

philadelphia, Centaur Press, 1925

The woman who rode away and other stories.

London, 1928

England my England and other stories
New York, Schtzer, 1922

Love Deems and others
London, Duckworth, 1913

Salusbury, Thomas
Mathematical Collections and translations.

London, Dawsons, 1961

Vidai, Gore, 1925-
Burr
New York, Random House, 1913

Dark green, bright red
New York, Button, 1950

Reflections upon a sinking ship
Boston, Little, Brown, 1969.



Added to the ARIZONA COLLECTION, 1973/74:

Books 283

Serials (periodicals, annual reports, series)

New titles 72

Bound vols, 132 -

Manuscripts (separate titles or "collections") .. 16

Linear feet 42

Pamphlets O

Theses & Dissertations 383

ARIZONA COLLECTION STATISTICS as of June 1, 1974:

BookS
7666

Serials (periodicals, annual reports, series)

Separate titles 3418

Currently received .1053

Bound vols. 3606

Manuscripts (separate titles or "collections) ... 333

Linear feet 774

Pamphlets
472

Records 4

Theses & Dissertait ions 7134



APPENDIX IV
Notable Acquisitions l973-1

Apollonius Fergaeus.
;Conicorurn libri qualtuor. Un cuan Pappi Alexandrini lenmiatibus,

et commentarlis Eutocii Ascalonitae.

Bologna, ex officina A. Benatii, 1566

Beda Venerabilis, 613-135
The history of the Church of England... Translated out of Latin

in to English by Thomas Stapelton.
Antwerp, J. Last, 1565

Dodoens, Rembert, 1517-1585
Purgantivan aliarurnciue eo facientiurn, turn et radicum convvolvulorUfli

ac deletariaruin herbarurn historiae libri 1111....

Antwerp, ex officina Christopher Plantin. l5Î

Fananius, Joannes Chrysippus, 16th cent.

De arte metallicae metamorp1oseOS liber singularis, quo emilia,

quae ad phulosophici lapidis opus pertinant, apertissirn describuntur,

ad Philoponurn.
Paris, G. Guillard, i6o

Hieronymi Fracastori Verononsis.
Opera omnia
Venice, Apusd luntas, 1555

Strabo.
Strabonis Geographicoruifl lib. XVII...

Basle, Joannes Vualder, 1539

Bonvicino, Valeriano, d. i66
Mathematiche discipline per uso della illustrissima Academia

Dela de Padoua; dore in sei trattati brevemente si ristring000 artmetica,

geomotria, trigonometia pratiche...
Padua, per gli eredi di Paolo Frambotto, 1666

Brolrne, Sir Thomas, 1605 - 1682
Pseudodoxia epidemica; or, Enquiries into very many received tenents

and commonly resurned truths.

London, T.H. for E. Dod, i66

Daniel, Samuel, 1562-1619
The collection of the History of England

London, Simon Waterson, 1626.

Barrington, Daines, 1721-1800
Miscellanies...
London, Printed by J. Nichols, sold by B. ite [etc], 1181

Ercker, Lazarua, d. 1593
Aula subterraflea, domina dominanturn, subdita subditorurn.

Franckfurt sin Main, J.D. Zunner, 1703



Gray, Thomas, 1716-1111
Ocies...

Strawberry Hill, R & J. Dodsley, 1157

Riccoboni, Luigi
Ari historical and critical account of the theatres in Europe.

London, , 17l

Saussure, Horace Bndict de 17)40-1799
Esais sur lthYgrometrie...
Neuchatel, Chez S. Fauche pre et fils, 1783

Wollaston, Wi1li, 1660-172)4
The religion of nature delineated...
London, printed by S. Palmer, and sold by B. Lintott [etc], 1725

Burges, George, 1786-186)4
Cato to Lord Byron on the Immorality of his writings.
London, Wetton, l824.

Edgeorth, Maria, 1767-18)41
Castle Rackrent, an Hibernan tale.
London, Johnson, 1800

Fragoso d Sequeira, Joaquin Pedro
Description abrege de tous les travaux...des fonderies.

Dresden 1800

Schellenberg, Johann Rudolf, 17)40-1806
Genres des mouches dipteres...
Zurich, Orell, Fuesli et compagnie, 1803

Auden, Wystan Hugh, 1907-1913
Spain.
London, Faber and Faber, 1937

Bradbury, Ray, 1920-
Dandelion wine.
London, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1937

The dead man (In Weird Tales, July, 19)45)

The Handler. (In Copy, vl, no. 1. spring, 1969)

Lazarus Come forth (In Planet Stories, Winter, 19)4)4)

Pendulum. (In Super Science Stories. Nov. 19)41)

October Country.
New York, Ballentine, 1955



The silver locusts
London, Rupert Hart-Davis, 1951

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. lII2-l83
The Rhyme of the ancient mariner.
London, Cordnus Press, l9.

Harte,, Bret. 1839-1902
Mrs. Skaggs's husband.
Boston, J.R. Osgood, 1813

By shore and sedge
Boston, Houghto, Mifflin, 1885

Lawrence, David Herbert. 1885-1900
Reflection on the death of a porcupine and other essays.
philadelphia, Centaur Press, 1925

The woman who rode away and other stories.

London, 1928

England my England and other stories
New York, Schtzer, 1922

Love poems and others
London, Duckworth, 1913

Salusbury, Thomas
Mathematical Collections and translations.
London, Dawsons, 1961

Vidai, Gore, 1925-
Burr
New York, Random House, 1913

Dark green, bright red
New York, Dutton, 1950

Reflections upon a sinking ship
Boston, Little, Brown, 1969.
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MIUJ RF?OitT OF TIlE

H.FOI) DOC1JlE!TS Li I3J-t.LAN

TO TiTh

MSOCÏiTE UN VSITY LTHRARIAi

i'Ot THE i °7T-74 YR



L . S . d cu erit contan jor1t'i)fl on ncariy every s ubj oct.
Library natrons 11'() Eco1nir1 more aware oí -;uii vtiï iro crrtion rcsurce,
gl ti a1.rrne i; evident in the inct'ascd use of t1e. coiILcctia over
thc pa3t Je yer. In 197e, the riumb;r of docunont roL' rce cutioflS
Oi;w' red in the i tain :i brry îas only i , 2O . Tt)i year it paed. 6, (().
1our ye rr 3.;o the L:1 flU!fll)C r of docurnon eircu1at;. \i 74' , and this
year it oJer 3,600. A- surÌr:' of s .itLstic appoded to t}i r3port.

A always, a primary objüctive has been to faciiitat tile USC of this

g
imorant co1ìction. This yeìr coinuiec eìitrics zeì'c filed in tho ub1ic

ctc caarI.o for bo3t 2( mDjor :overnniertt serials. This service has
already resulted iì ircrasd use of the colLection. AlSO, 105 th irst
time in evora ,rOarS, selected re.ereI1Ce tools crc :rnouat, SC Lht our
ho1dins in documents roid be r.f1ected tri irnnor anl uidc: to fedrai
pubiication . Among the bib1ioraphios cnoscn wre the Cataloc o United

3tte 0er:.' Pubictior i)O-9/, Psni1tr 1ijmo U.S. Goverent
ieoorts , and the Cn.taioue fli 1rdx of th. o Pub1ictiorj: of th iffv6r1,

Pöw1 ,. ì1( breTs . As a rcuit o a 'aticnai ArchiVcS
iorkshoP ì15lc 1u.'t ia]i., tais ...artncnt is participatifl in a Union list
projeci wbic1 will incorporçite the Iational Arcives iicroilrn ho].dir1Ls of
libraries Lfl Ar sons, i'evada, arz southErn California. Arizora hoiLu-i-ngs

bava becu recorded, tic union list compietion d a o is schediled for
this faìl. notku:r project rbich provc jorth .r n listing of
fecri (1OCUJfl3I1t in c CrOi'Orffl h] ' in s]c d Ar zoì; i brarir . A in
th- pat, eiort: i' ronoto th u:n of docu!uons rr'v(c1 1. ccturcs on

spocif: o :)OC of ta coiloction, and toir o fl inc. documents arca.
mcii (Jd i Li ' )r\ r( or r - nn c t _ofl nr o iucc by

-bbs govcrnmrt, on ï aLria rclatini to th ¡bncricu indii, on dOcunontS
nortaining to tho Civil iar an(t heconstruct ion, and on iejal niaterials
available in the col 1ection.

several new deveThpîrients should b mentioned. iho U.S. DCprt11}CI1L of

bous n and Urbi Dcve1.on;or ithac ioinatcd thc iÌrary as a d-pository
for pl'ning ruprLs protuci undor tiic 71 Profraa . The t:ion:il Par1

Sctvic is do:osLin; a i nvironntal :1)ac U L.crnLc bo

Grand Canyon hat ional Park in this Library. Last aT1 , t. is Lnp;irtinsnt
inittcd - rhag'c ç rnrri foi' fhicraL hb icn:: .

progr' is used to obtain docsí'ents í'Or this colcst i.on thhi eso otherhise
unava lable. ifl excìiange, the DoTar Lrarb distribtco for the cost al
post aullC i e ri J hicri hi V C L (i OV1 I L. VC hc

oroçrn.m ras boce very succcstul. One other in;ortnb cvnt occurra.
The Government 1 rtine: Ofice hes aroposod inahJ r; ìopositary publications

availahie ori aica iek. .Aseordhriçly. the Sup rintcndcn'h of Documents

distriL'tcd a °2-pa:e ': tionneire l stin J in tenet ceìrctly avail chiE:

to clepositoop L 'rin L r . Each library uao renace hd to sLectaportiori
of that matcs al on hicroiche . (ir Department eJLeicd ovr 1/3 of the
items itsd on rricroicse, anc piare; to increase that ;unourt in he future
as better cilitics end indexes become available. If this project is
euccccsful, it u 1 i heve a prafocr:c. effect ori the phreica]. raoth al the
co1ectiOfl.
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CoI]ectort devcZLannvxL ias vJ,r }ji a najr caneen . Ïiil .ibrar:/ i
orie of in t1'ì Jt:tc ht roccivos ali fcdra1 d' umen;s dsP;ntEd
a dcitory :tc'riai . Pri n-arily, thoe pb1. catztonn rc priited ab the.
Qovrrincrt Print:i Office and arc se1c Lcd Jor din±riLution by the
Superintendent o ]ìocurents if they have ari Wct onal vì1ue . UiìLortu-
na iìcL : i nrcucá by the J . . Govurrinc it j ¿j ntrbUt( in
tkd mainer . Therc fore , the LiUr. ry is atteì1pt i to acquirc IOi(ra1
documente throiiì oticr sources. 13ceaue of tIicsz eorts, th Ubrary
h:i:i t .') coJi ectrJì 11rjaVaiil)i( eloewliere in the. Statc . One i the Atomic
ror, Com i; o depository co lcctA.oii, and tL. otto' io t' 1:!tior1aJ.

Aerorotics anç 3Co Ipir!itr'1tiafl deotor: 00J J e.ct. on . Both of ttìec
fij_c contain a V S L anount of ìrìrorm :Lion riecent, Lo thç reLrct1 cori-
ducted at tl.iJ o thiivcri :' . The ÏibTr i t1l. only oie : lì th St ae
tht oon:n. c c cur : nt eoJ cctin cl' Joint 1'ibi itian heccarch Scrvice
tr r Jot . r ;. TIr onhlt ic t.ono , wi cli havé beei producd in ot1or
countiies, er: n tricnd sus source os in formellen ou s deuces and the
soel ai ci crcss. Otti::r ìr:ert;:rit documents o se nurchesod as funds pereit.
hecause cf constant efforts to obtain C5elmf pubticaf sc the Library is
currentiv rce*vi ne tel of all items listed in the i:snt«Lv Catalog of U.S.
toverraerit Publi cat on:. . losi o t tb - materIal liste d w Lued is not received
is for official use only, or is epher:cr in natr.

elOflhte(fl y, the Lenarteout possesses the most extensive colJ action of
Congressional documents in the gtate. All of the known }ieor 15 conducted

by Corçrc :ionel a e :Fitiaes have becn acquired on micïcuiClic fer the uer od
69-iQ-. The :sdnLod c.oSL1.eetion cf hearings condue ted cinco that timo in

f a_rn aon r ritj on cd' r a th 'elne_ riel to bhoo le i rib

h;lc[ before 1966. Tbe ferial Set (Gongreccianal Documents and heporte) is
complete on microprint through 1Et2, and. the printed colJectJsn since that
date is nearly complete. Tnic Department also holds the debutes of Congress

to the prccentdate. An a ro-nult of tkieseacuisitiofls, the Congressional
coliectorm is the most valuntie and the most ieavil used section in the
federal documents area.

Gradually, access -to fc-doral ?m1f)1ict0fls is bou iunroved. Several importait
reference works were eurchised this year. Of all t.Lose acpire.d, the most
o igìJ fhcarmt is t-tic Azr:ricarì 5L tiStiCf3 IndEx, ubicii )rcvlecn , for th first
time, a corrprchennivc approach to the stabisaical output of the U.S. government.

Other significant documents accuirad this year wc-re thO h:xecrtive Orders of
th Presdents i t-62-1926; the U.S. Statutes at Lerne, 17b9-1925; selected

nc n L_g pJ__h ¿i te to 190, achì co ] r I h no h an for
thin period; ars saver:Tl irnsortent 19th century Ceì:rui; pulti icationc.

In many resnects, the collection of federal docinnente at tic Library is the
strongest in tb Stets. However. tn resources could. not Le tapped without
the efforts of an experienced staff. Combined, th fou r full -time members
of the Department can noi-i draw on 6 yearn ot work with ii. S. government

pubi - cat one. As in tn-i nest, t insta ti lias enciecvorcd to promote the

rol Lic t ri el r dir! j I jpr Ic i [t h cdiii ron
o t another fui i -t ii sta: meruibe r tun veer, many li eitat ors cent sand in
the lact annual re»o ut were ovurcor'e. The tuch ieri OrscensirIg beciehog wan
reduce'. hixdary acotas were met, ciron] :tiori recome jere innroved, imd

reicru new ne rvicc inc reared.
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iot of tho proUl?ms uitt thf s coliection ro intrinsic to docncnts work.

caniot be ovd by onc insiitit:ion. ion-Govorrnarìt irij tin Ofice
nu)11c t ic r itin< i it bi t kc o br at of dU
th flw r-oorts bou cneratcci from hundreTCo O diÍcrcnt OSUrCOS. Soins of

thcse dociìents nr hcin dcposite with the b:tionai Tecbica1 IriFormab on
L VI< ) fl( ( f b i i t C I CI bu i 10 i br s y e sì i i o s n m e arid

s tore Lhnnì ali. As a osibic s utisu, th s Librr.ry miv beiri to selict
certain catcgor cc of STIS mate rial deemed ecesry for reesrct conducted
at tuis University.

Aiiother nroblctn st<o from the fact t1it this Library is tied to the iovern-
<tent's r c,u i5íiC3t10fl syrteni for fcdcral docuricntr . Publications are
arrar1;Ed in ihr stocks eccordiug to tht issiiiri ì('i'iCf . ESCU tine 11J arency

is rosrgfnized , ; new cs cificat:ion raimber is ae:irsnd to t10 natcrials it
proc LlCO i

& , thr Gor'u m tori ils re fIece ar ì roe di(trcrt lo< atioris,

an<! it is riot unusiiai to íin One serial publication rhdived in five different
areas . Furthcrinorr , the only subject and tibie :Lnde to tic ro]iect on is
through the tiontuil . y CataiLy' of U.h . Government l'ubi :i catJ cnn , I,:IIiC;.I U cts rcry

foi: rioij-GO documents . TFiorofore, it is cxtrcneiy diilfculL to add docunienUs

to ti collection which are n.cç,ircd from other sources . if a ciiscifiCa-
tior number is inveritett and the document is Uelved in t,he documents stacks,
t}aerc wJJ be no sbj oct or title auproacìl to this arh]icrttion. Currently,
the onTh' record-kocrini done for msriraphc is by

acncy.

Tho files, sucii as
+hr arc, nccd r:vis*on ad tir iii] be a mador pcoj cet for the next ff ocal
year. Idi ip1rvcd cornnrate sutoor cetalo: viJl he hc.E plu]., but will, not
solve the prohio.

The Goverrmient Printing OfficE 5 exacerbating ari already difficult situation.
The aflairs of this OhLice have been described as a scandal. The depository
mail. is slow 5n'i öften incornnletc. Orders are being m±shàndled so that this
Department has ctIoscn to use the services of a vendor u1enrver possible.

Uuring the mast. two yearn, documents librarians have organized on a national
level. This helurd to disseminate knowledge about documents, and some
of ti ra or rb t m li i d joovE r y Le iri1 a I lirOlir h roup e tort
On the Stato 1vl , the Arizona State Library Asoni eiiaii (ìovernrient docu-
ments :fouric Table has bcn active in promoting cared-usc of expensive
coli ectf oms, and has bean an excellent forum for librarians in this area.
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As rneritioriEd in tk 4ijör t.iniiatiofl ' section, th priary oai for the
next íicaL year ;:i1] b imptovin hbe recorc cep'L in the corpr:itc author

i i e A 1 or chc e vin in Uo i LJ flf IflOflOf ra Inc eri ra r )y corno rate

author i urLerìtly nocchn. Once the rules ar . pc1Thci out, the entire documento

staff t: hc used to rvisc the oarc. Twcnt.y-Lcur drnuers ncecl to be

rcdone ned thin nroj -ct wi i.. take neyerai ycaro to eo111eto.

More effort Wi] i he marie to acuire inportant hTIS piTh cat ono . A second

set, o± the indexen to thic C011 cction iìao been purchacod ann ui i be
circu ated anori the subject npecialists on Lhe Lbrìry ota!í so that
documerin can he selected nnd ord:red. The Library lias ais eip1icd .i:or a

rent in order to purchase e1cctcd cate:oriCS of ITS puh1IicatinS. If
the rnnt o reccive, the added material should be a great aroet.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the doeumcrLs taCf should

eotab]isrt a current awareness serviCc in order to alert other combers of
the refcrcrice stnf f' as weIl] as the general public ot imnortunt acouisitions.
Accordingly, plans for a documents newsletter are beisig nade.

Ao part of a State-wide program for continuing educatofl in their field,
documents librarians have invited the Superintendent of Documents of the
Goverument Printing Off:ice to speak at the Arizona State Library Associa-

tf on Conference thJs Cal].. In hovember, a tean of exports from the
Census Bureau wi] Il be oresenting a workshop on the use of the 1p72JccflOmiC
Censures to librarians aria businessmen of this State. The dcCUieritO staLf

in this Lii vary wil] he involved in the planning oS: boia these programs,

and it is hoped. that the knowledge gained from there works oprr wi] J. be of

seat benefit to tais Library as wi] as to he Univsrsity and the
community.

Ffnal]y, when the new library is opened, it will be necessary to. increase

the size of the documents staff so thot the reference desc in the Depart-

ment w111 he covered durinr tk1 evenings and on weekends. A mi1im1m1 of

iivfhlJ -time anonle rS ì.l be needed. Considering tu, size and va]ue of

ike' colli cc 1.lOfl, this goal noes not seem unreasonable.



APPELDIX -- U.S. GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS STATISTiCAL REPORT

*The decrease in depository mail is partiRlly due to budgetary cutbacks in

various federal agencies. The Health, Education and Welfare Department

alone terminated 275 serials.

Items Sent to Science
(other than microfiche)

Depository and
Non-Depository 8,396 8,227

Reference Questions 4,357 6,411
(Main Library)

Items Circulated 2,508 3,735
(Main Library)

Items Bound 151 637
(Main Library)

Estimated Number of 550,460 586,408
Printed Documents
in Library System

Items Received 1972/73 1973/74

Depository 29,249 24,321*

Non-Depository
(printed documents)

8,943 11,627

JPRS Microfiche 3,231 5,050

.AEC Microfiche 20,980 30,353 (est.)

NASA Microfiche 10,154 9,120 (est.)

72,557 80,4'71


